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ABSTRACT
GATHERING A CROWD FOR A FIRST SERVICE LAUNCH
by
Edwin Dale Locke
Currently, little information is available about what has been observed to
be the "critical moment" in the life-history of a new church: The first service
launch of a new church. Subsequent to my appointment to begin a new United
Methodist church in Palm Beach County, Florida's fast-growing western edge,
my discovery of this void prompted me to consider this as a research subject for
my project dissertation.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the ways a new
United Methodist church planted in Palm Beach County, Florida, gathered people
for its first service launch (FSL). Of particular interest was if the development of
open-style Coin at any time) small groups would enhance attendance at the FSL.
The study considered primarily the quantitative components of crowd-
gathering for the FSL. A researcher-designed questionnaire that doubled as an
attendance registration form was used to gather the quantitative information
needed for this study.
The study identified direct-mail and kindness-evangelism as the strongest
factors enhancing FSL attendance. The findings also affirmed the importance of
the word of mouth of friends and family as integral in adding to the FSL
attendance. In this context, the findings also concluded no contributing factor
toward FSL attendance as coming from open small groups.
Based upon the findings of the study, recommendations for future FSL
services of newly planting churches are suggested so as to increase the size of
FSL attendance for new congregations.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
The Call That Started Everything
The telephone rang. "Hello?" "Dale, this is J.C. Powell, how are you?"
Inside my stomach turned flips as the reality settled upon me that this was the
phone call I had been a waiting all year long. The call came from my district
superintendent to inform me about my next appointment. Each year, hundreds
of United Methodist pastors and graduating seminary students anticipate a
similar call, filled with both the hopes and fears of what the future holds. This
past year was no exception.
The year of the 1995-1996 Beeson Program for Pastors at Asbury
Theological Seminary was one of the most significant growth experiences of my
adult life. The course work, enhanced by exciting co-curricular field trips, stirred
the gift of God within me. The church-growth principles I learned and a new
vision for reaching unchurched people have forever changed my approach to
pastoral ministry. My God-inspired dream to bring renewal to an existing
congregation finally seemed complete. The only missing ingredient appeared to
be my knowledge of the location where I would work to bring this renewal. Now I
was on the verge of finding out!
"Dale, are you ready to find out where the bishop and district
superintendents have decided you and Beth are most needed?" "Tell it to me,
J.C. I've been counting the days in anticipation of your phone call." "Well, I think
you're going to enjoy this, Dale. We want you and Beth to go to North Palm
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Beach, Florida and plant a new congregation." "Excuse me", I said. "I think
there must be a bad connection, could you repeat that again?"
Although this transcript of my phone conversation is not exact, it does
represent many of the thoughts and feelings associated with that evening in
March 1996. In the days and weeks following the "call," as we now like to refer
to it, my mind made the slow and at times painful transfer of direction into this
new opportunity for ministry. This transition in my mind from pastoring an
existing church to pioneering a completely new work forced me to reorient my
entire thinking about ministry. It is this opportunity to become a church planter
that has created the need for this research project.
Background of the Study
I had been an ordained United Methodist minister for over seven years.
In this time I served two different congregations: one as an associate of a large
membership church in Southeast Florida, the other as senior pastor of a
medium-sized congregation in rural North Florida. In each case, I felt the winds
of God's Spirit blow on my ministry.
Ministry in an already existing church carries its own set of challenges.
One example of this would be predetermined role expectations. An already
assembled congregation offers needs and desires, functioning programs, and
outreach ministries housed in buildings that need attention. My experience the
previous eight years was in well established churches and did not prepare me
for pioneering a new church. As the completion of my first decade in the ministry
loomed on the horizon, I was coming to terms with these responsibilities of the
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job. I entered the Beeson Scholarship Program in the summer 1995, feeling
certain that after my year in residency I would return to Florida to an established
church. Church planting was the farthest thing from my mind.
Understandably, both the ministries of pastoring an existing congregation
and church planting share many similarities. Both require the necessary
components of spiritual leadership, vision, commitment to evangelism, and an
understanding of how to make a God-given vision a reality. While both the
ministries of pastoring an existing congregation and planting a new congregation
share some similarities, they have more differences. An existing church ministry
requires a more managerial format. This means that those who begin the work
of pastoring an already existing congregation must place at the top of their
agenda the maintenance of what currently exists. On the other hand, church
planting finds its roots in an entrepreneurial approach. Here the founding pastor
"gives birth" to a new church, probably the most obvious difference in the
beginning stages of these respective ministries. Existing church ministry has a
prescribed set of internal expectations; whereas, church planting requires extra
doses of front-end vision, definition, clarity, and focus. Existing church ministry
begins with an assembled audience; church planting starts with no one.
Statement of the Problem
The one question that continued to surface in my mind following the
announcement of my appointment was: How do I go about getting unchurched
people to attend this new church? Or, more specifically: How do I draw a crowd
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of unchurched people to the first service launch (FSL)? What are the most
effective ways to accomplish this?
These questions, coupled with my concern about lack of experience in
church planting, motivated me to begin purchasing books on the subject. In one
book, Peter Wagner, called the launch event" the critical moment in the overall
beginning of the church, noting that, "No single day from the time the idea for a
new church is first generated until it becomes an established church is more
crucial than the day the new church goes public" (Church Planting 111). Robert
Logan, author of the resource The Church Planter's Toolkit, notes "the launch
service is the birth event for the church, and that after 'conception,' the next
single most important event in the overall life-history of the new church is the
launch event" (8). From my perspective, this appeared to be the only event in
over seven years of ordained ministry that I have never done, and the one thing
church planting experts considered crucial to the overall health of the new
congregation.
Beyond this critical event, there can also be the hypothesis that if the
church goes public too early, or when the core group is too small, long-term
growth can be impacted. Lyie Schaller, in an article entitled "How to Plant a
Church That Stays Small", notes that one way to keep a new church small is to
"start small. When twelve to fifteen people indicate they are interested,
schedule the first public worship service. Hope the attendance that first Sunday
will be fewer than even one hundred with thirty-five to fifty the second Sunday"
(qtd. in Net Results 3-4). In addition to this, C. Peter Wagner notes, that if the
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long-range plan for the church is stay under two hundred, the critical mass at
FSL can be as small as twenty-five to thirty adults. However, if the plan for the
church is to grow beyond two hundred in average attendance, the critical mass
at the FSL should be between fifty and one hundred adults (Church Planting
11 9-1 20). If the new church plant is to have the most effective chance at
becoming a regional congregation, one that will reach people beyond its own
community setting, Schaller suggests that this natural growth barrier at the two
hundred level should be broken on the FLS Sunday. However, many pastors
other than church planters seldom give the concept of gathering a crowd or
achieving a credible witness to be heard by the unchurched much thought.
Often, when a pastor answers the "call" or is appointed to a new position of
ministry, the congregation will already be in place waiting for their pastor. They
simply begin with the assembled crowd and go from there. This is comfortable
but can have a negative impact upon congregational evangelism. For instance,
if evangelism is not already a priority, it may be difficult to make it into one.
Church planters, on the other hand, cannot afford such a luxury. Evangelism is
absolutely essential to the success of any newly planted church. Church
planting pastors must completely rethink their understanding of pastoral ministry
along these lines. This is especially true in the first several months of a new
church. Jeff Spiller, a United Methodist church planter in the North Alabama
Conference of the United Methodist Church illustrates this difficult reality when
he writes:
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While my first year as the founding pastor of a new congregation
was very exciting, those first four months were a time of identity
crisis for me. I was appointed to a church, but you couldn't see it!
I was trained and prepared to visit sick people in the hospital, but
what little congregation I had was very healthy. I would have loved
to go to my office and study or counsel with troubled people, but I
had no office. (61)
I was beginning to come to terms with the issue of identity crisis. I began to
quickly discover that, although I was cautiously excited about my appointment to
plant a new church, I had a whole lot to learn about the process of gathering
people and forming them into a church. Even more specifically, I was completely
inexperienced in gathering people for the official launch of a new congregation.
I had no idea what this might involve even though I was beginning to
understand the tremendous potential new churches have in reaching the lost.
Charles Chaney writes, "The field is wide open to Southern Baptists, Methodists,
Pentecostals, Lutherans, or any other denomination that will take finding the lost
seriously" (5). Church researchers believe that church planting is one of the
most effective ways to reach unchurched people for Jesus Christ. The question
remained for me, "How do I do it?"
In seeking to deepen my understanding of the growing issue of gathering
a crowd in my mind, I began my research by reading biblical passages taking
note of what Jesus did.
Biblical/Theological Foundations
In Matthew chapter four, when Jesus returned to Galilee fulfilling Isaiah's
prophecy concerning from where the Messiah would come, he began his
preaching ministry. Among the first order of business was to gather a small
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group of disciples around him. This small group of men became the core-
group out of which the ministry of Jesus flowed, and the Church was eventually
birthed. His development both of these men and his vision within them served
as an essential component to his success in gathering and developing crowds of
people. Subsequent to Jesus' baptism and time of trial in the desert, Mark
records the beginning of Jesus' ministry by saying, "After John was put in prison,
Jesus went into Galilee, proclaiming the good news of God" (Mark 1:14 NIV).
From here, Jesus began calling his disciples (core-group) together. Luke's
gospel describes what takes place after Jesus' core-group of disciples begins to
step out in ministry. Luke 4:14 records that "Jesus returned to Galilee in the
power of the Spirit, and news about him spread through the whole countryside."
From here, it is easy to see in the Scriptures that Jesus experienced no trouble
gathering crowds of people to hear his message.
Consider the following scriptural examples of specific occasions where a
crowd gathered to hear him:
1 . Matthew 4:17 (This passage forms the context of the beginning of Christ's
ministry.)
From that time on Jesus began to preach, "Repent, for the
Kingdom of heaven is near." (NIV)
2. Matthew 4:23-5:2
Jesus went throughout Galilee, teaching in their synagogues,
preaching the good news of the Kingdom, and healing every
disease and sickness among the people. News about him spread
all over Syria, and people brought him all who were ill with various
diseases, those suffering severe pain, the demon-possessed,
those having seizures, and the paralyzed, and he healed them.
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Large crowds from Galilee, the Decapolis, Jerusalem, Judea
and the region across the Jordan followed him. Now when
he saw the crowds, he went up on a mountainside and sat down.
[Emphasis mine] His disciples came to him, and he began to teach
them, saying . . . (NIV)
3. Matthew 14:13-14;21
When Jesus heard what had happened, he withdrew by boat
privately to a solitary place. Hearing of this, the crowds followed
him on foot from the towns. [Emphasis mine] When Jesus landed
and saw the large crowd, he had compassion on them and healed
their sick. The number of those who ate was about five thousand
men, besides women and children. (NIV)
4. Mark 12:35
While Jesus was teaching in the temple courts, he asked, "How is
it that the teachers of the law say that the Christ is the son of
David? David, himself, speaking by the Holy Spirit, declared:
The Lord said to my Lord: "Sit at my right hand until I put your
enemies under your feet.'" David himself calls him Lord. How then
can he be his son?" The large crowd listened to him with delight.
[Emphasis mine] (NIV)
5. Luke 8:40-42
Now when Jesus returned, a crowd welcomed him, [Emphasis
mine] for they were all expecting him. Then a man named Jarius, a
ruler of the synagogue, came and fell at Jesus' feet, pleading with
him to come to his house because his only daughter, a girl of about
twelve, was dying. As Jesus was on his way, the crowds almost
crushed him. [Emphasis mine] (NIV)
The crowds Jesus gathered were not comprised of people he did not
intend to take anywhere. Jesus spoke of the coming kingdom on earth, and his
desire was to invite people into this kingdom, of which one expression is the
Church. Jesus first spoke of the enduring nature of the Church universal when
he said: "I will build my church; and the gates of Hades shall not overpower it"
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(Matt. 16:18 NIV). As Carl Moorhous says: "It seems obvious in the study of
the New Testament that Christ was establishing His church (1)."
As I considered the apparent ease with which Jesus was able to draw
together a crowd for the building of his Church, I became intrigued with the idea
of crowd-gathering. From my vantage point as a soon-to-be church planter, the
responsibility of assembling a crowd for the official beginning of a new
congregation seemed to be of great importance.
Rick Warren, in his book. The Purpose Driven Church devotes an entire
section to Jesus' ability to draw crowds. Concerning the subject, he writes:
One of the impressive characteristics of Jesus' ministry was that it
attracted crowds. Large crowds. Enormous crowds. The King
James Version calls them "multitudes." A Christ-like ministry still
attracts crowds. You don't have to use gimmicks or compromise
your convictions to gather a crowd ... but you do have to minister
to people the way Jesus did. (207)
While using the example of Jesus as my model for ministry is not a new concept
for me, the thought of drawing a large crowd of unchurched people for the first
service was brand new.
Looking Ahead
In the days following the call from my district superintendent, I grappled
with what lay ahead of me. The only responsibility in my fast-approaching role
as church planter I have not done and the one that has captured much of my
attention was this process of gathering a crowd. This heightened potential for
reaching previously unchurched people with the Gospel of Jesus Christ
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influenced my choice for a dissertation. Having stated this, I offer the
following simple purpose statement to guide my research.
Statement of Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the methods a new church uses
to gather people for an FSL of a new church plant in western Palm Beach
County, Florida. A primary focus is upon the role of open small groups to
increase the probability of drawing a larger number of people to the first service
launch.
In the Book of Acts when the first church came into existence, from the
very beginning there was a component of small group ministry in the church.
Acts 2:46 (NASB) notes it this way: "And day by day continuing with one mind in
the temple, and breaking bread from house to house, they were taking their
meals together with gladness and sincerity of heart." The role of small groups
have always played an important part in the development of Christian
communities. Recently, small groups have gained new attention with regard to
there being a viable place where evangelism and church growth come together.
Large churches like Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington,
Illinois, Saddleback Valley Community Church in Orange County, California, or
even churches like Yoido Full Gospel Church in Seoul, South Korea use the
component of small group ministry as a place to invite the unchurched into the
congregation. In this way, the church grows through the development of many
so-called ports-of-entry. Carl George notes that small groups, or cell groups, to
which they are sometimes referred, are a crucial and yet underdeveloped
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resource in most churches (41). In considering both what I have read and
observed about small groups that are open to new attenders, I will consider this
as an option in increasing attendance for the first service launch of the new
church.
Research Question 1
Does an open small group approach enhance the FSL?
Research Question 2
What additional factors contributed to FSL attendance?
Research Question 3
What is the correlation between the FSL attendance and future church
growth as measured by church attendance throughout the year?
Definition of Terms
Certain terms used throughout this project need definition. What follows
is a listing of the terms used in this project that need definition.
First Service Launch (FSL)
Launch: The opening, first public worship service of a new church.
First Service: Again, the word "first" Is used to designate the initial public
worship service of a new church. The word "service" means a planned worship
experience, involving the liturgy of the preached word, singing, prayer,
response, and blessing. These terms, wherever used within this project, refer to
the first public worship service of a newly planted church.
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Open Small Group
An open small group is comprised of four to twelve adult individuals who
seek to grow in their faith in Jesus Christ and in commitment to each other by
becoming connected to the church. The term open is used to describe the
specific philosophy of new people joining the group at any time during its
lifecycle. These groups, which will be known as "community groups" should not
be mistaken by the reader as the "core group" that meets on Sundays for
worship. Community groups are comprised of much of the lay leadership that
will help launch the church.
Enhance
Enhance is used in a quantitative sense to measure the impact these
open small groups have on the attendance at the first service launch (FSL). In
other words, do these groups impact and elevate opening service attendance?
Other Factors
By the phrase, other factors, I mean to measure the contributing factors
beyond open small groups that impact the FSL. As the new church's vision
continues to clarify in my mind, the development of small groups will be only one
factor that impacts attendance at the FSL. I also plan to use various kinds of
advertising and direct mail to reach people for the opening service. In addition
to these time-tested approaches, I envision implementing the new ministry of
servant-style evangelism as an additional strategy for outreach. Servant
evangelism, or kindness evangelism, involves touching people with the kindness
of God in practical ways. Some of these ways include washing windshields.
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handing out free cold drinks, cleaning restrooms, or hosting a free car wash.
Other factors include the often immeasurable yet important reasons people
come to the FSL. Some of these are proximity to the worship site, a "seeker
style" approach, contemporary music, need-meeting preaching, and word of
mouth.
Future Church Growth
Here I will be looking for any correlation between attendance at the FSL
and future attendance at the church's weekly worship celebrations. Of particular
concern are the connections between the number of people who come for the
first time and the rate of growth the church enjoys in weeks following the FSL.
Core-Group
This term is used to describe the group of people gathered prior to the
FSL. Often referred to as the "conception stage," the core-group consists of the
people gathered through adverstising, word of mouth, or other evangelism
strategies to form the nucleus used to launch the church. In this context, the
period of time the core-group existed from October 1996 to 29 March 1997.
Psvchoqraphic
This is a term used in this project to refer to the "felt need" characteristics
identified in the demographic study performed on the target area for Community
of Hope Church. Typically, the term "demographics," refers to the numerical or
objective characteristics of a demographic study and the term "psychographics,"
refers to the felt need, or subjective characteristics of a study.
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Context of the Study
The study took place in the Florida Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church, at a new Conference mission on the western edge of Palm
Beach County, Florida. Dubbed Community of Hope (COH), this new church
mission was an outreach venture of the West Palm Beach District Board of
Missions and Church Extension (DBMCE) of the United Methodist Church. I had
been appointed as the church's founding pastor and began my work in June
1996. The project begins with the church in the prenatal stages of organization
leading up to the FSL.
From a demographic perspective, COH will be planted within one of the
fastest growing areas of Southeast Florida. This regional area comprises three
distinct communities: Royal Palm Beach, The Acreage, and Loxahatchee. Eight
to ten families move into this three zip code area each week, with over eighty
residential building permits approved each month. The average age is thirty-
four in this target area for the church. The people are strongly middle-class.
Over 60 percent of the total population designates itself as unchurched.
Methodology of the Study
This study evaluates the methods used to draw a crowd for an FSL. Of
particular interest was to determine if small groups developed within the target
area enhanced church attendance at the FSL. To gather this information, I
employed a descriptive survey method. This was accomplished by administering
a short questionnaire placed in the worship folder for persons in attendance to
give their reasons for attending the FSL (see Appendix A). The attendance
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registration form was created to be precise enough to supply information yet
brief and discrete enough as a questionnaire not to become objectional to the
people who attended the FSL. This was especially crucial as the church sought
to draw previously unchurched people to the first service launch. Many will
attend with an array of built-in defenses regarding signing anything or identifying
themselves in any particular way. Of importance here was the creation of an
atmosphere of comfort where seekers were allowed to connect in a way that
seemed appropriate to them.
Though questionnaires are the most common way to observe the effects
of a particular event or plan of action. I asked specific questions during the
worship service contained within an attender registration card to answer the
research questions. An analysis of the responses to these questions provided
the information to confirm or deny the outcome of the research project.
Data Collection
Information for the project was collected across the day of the FSL, on
Sunday, 30 March 1997. A questionnaire was used in the FSL, which doubled
as an attendance registration form. The same form was made available later in
the day at the church-wide picnic and barbecue.
Subjects
The subjects (population) were the people who attended the FSL of
Community of Hope Church on Easter Sunday, 30 March 1997. The sample
includes all who responded to the questionnaire that also served as an
attendance registration form.
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Delimitations and Generalizability
The goal of this study is to determine what factors contribute best towards
attendance at the FSL of Community of Hope. A primary focus will be upon the
role of open small groups for attracting a large attendance at the FSL. The
scope of this study is not to address all the issues or methods relating to church
planting, small groups ministry, or church marketing in particular, but only those
which may have a direct relation to attendance at an FSL.
I believe the study will have general relevance for any new church
planters interested in knowing what factors work best in gathering a crowd of
people for an FSL.
The study could also benefit pastors in existing church ministries who are
interested in learning new and effective ways to gather and evangelize
unchurched people.
Overview of the Study
Chapter 2 reviews the relevant and salient literature within the fields of
church planting, church marketing, and small groups ministry. Extra care is
taken to address church planting literature regarding launch services, as well as
the impact of small groups, and marketing of launch services. Chapter 3
provides a more detailed description of the development and use of a descriptive
survey method questionnaire and explains the context in which it was
administered. Careful attention will be given to other contributing factors
enhancing FSL attendance. Chapter 4 presents the findings of the study.
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Chapter 5 includes reflection upon these findings and conclusions and
recommendations for other church planters.
Chapter 6 studied the impact the same factors examined for the FSL had
on another launch service that arose out of an opportunity the church had to
move to a new location. In this project, this service has been called the SSL
(second service launch).
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Literature
The following review of literature considers works in church development
with the special focus on church planting and first Sunday launch services.
From this literature I will establish a groundwork for the study at hand, thereby
determining what factors best contribute towards attendance at a first service
launch (FSL) of a new church plant and the role of small groups in increasing
FSL attendance. The chapter is organized in the following manner: Scriptures
and Theology, Church Planting, the Unchurched, the Rebirth of Apostolic
Ministry, Small Group Ministry, and Church Marketing. Each section is
considered only as it relates to the launching of a new congregation. I begin with
the Bible and theology.
Biblical and Theological Foundations
Jesus first introduced the concept of Church development. Following a
conversation with his disciples, Jesus used questions to help the disciples
understand both his identity and purpose.
He asked Peter in particular:
"But what about you?" he asked. "Who do you say I am?" Simon
Peter answered, "You are the Christ, the Son of the living God."
Jesus replied, "Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah, for this was
not revealed to you by man, but by my Father in heaven. And I tell
you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and
the gates of Hades will not overcome it." (Matt. 16: 15-1 8)
In that brief but historic dialogue Jesus had with Peter, he was not
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commissioning Peter as the foundation of the church. Jesus was declaring
God's continued commitment to build a kingdom on earth and was telling Peter
and those who would follow that God would work with a faith and confession
similar to Peter's to see it accomplished. As Ladd observes, Jesus appears to
look forward to the formation of a new people of God (281). Herein is the
promise: Jesus will build the Church, and the gates of hell will not prevail
against it. Although the word "church," or "ekklesia" had not been used before
this point in Scripture, the essential concept about what it actually meant did
begin much earlier. In speaking about this same subject, Donald Guthrie
observes that in Mathew 16:19, when Jesus speaks of the "keys of the kingdom
of heaven," he is inviting people to respond and enter into the kingdom he was
establishing on earth (703). God's plan has always been to invite people into
fellowship with him. Ian Barbour notes the importance of metaphorical
theological imagery, observing that "metaphor is not a useful fiction, a mere
pretense, a game of make-believe with no relation to reality; it asserts that there
are significant analogies between the things compared" (13).
When God called Abram in the Old Testament, he blessed him and at the
same time called him to be a blessing to all the nations of the earth (Gen. 12:1-
3). Later, in Exodus 19, God delivered the descendants of Abraham out of
bondage in Egypt and called them to obey his voice and to keep his covenant.
From hereon he spoke of his possession of them as a special people. God told
Moses that the children of Israel were to be to him "a kingdom of priests and a
holy nation" (6). As Amberson notes, "God had made the Israelites his people
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and wanted to use them as they obeyed him to show other people that they were
his people and thus through them the kind of God he is" (17). He concludes that
"the end of the Mosaic-Palestinian covenant as the Israelites understood it came
during the ministry of Jesus" (17).
Jesus brought the kingdom of God, and through his teaching of the
kingdom, foreshadowed the development and eventual beginning of the church.
In Matthew's third chapter, John the Baptist, as the forerunner to the Messiah,
encourages his followers to "repent, for the kingdom of heaven is near" (3:2).
(NIV) Charles Ryrie observes that John the Baptist was the first messenger of
the kingdom, with his ministry being a fulfillment of the prophecy of Elijah's return
before the day of the Lord (72). One chapter later Jesus announces the formal
beginning of his ministry with much the same language. Matthew 4:17 records it:
"From that time on Jesus began to preach, 'Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is
near.'" (NIV) From this point fonA^ard, the gospels provide story after story of
Jesus busy at the task of establishing his Father's kingdom on the face of the
earth. And although the disciples experienced difficulty understanding it, Jesus
used them as an integral part of that establishment process. In this way, Jesus'
conversation with Peter in Matthew 16 can be seen as another step within the
kingdom building process.
The Church Defined
What did Jesus mean when he spoke about the creation of a "Church?"
The word church, or ekklesia in the original language has tremendous imagery.
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For the scope of this project, I limit my discussion to an overview of the four main
images of the Church found in Scripture:
The People of God. From the beginning of creation, God's hand can be
seen in history, fashioning a people called and identified by his name. The
Church Jesus built would not be a new idea as a new expression. New
Testament scholars, like Ladd, view the initial work of the twelve as that of
forming a "New Israel" whereby Jesus would declare his role in seeing Israel
continue. Peter writes:
But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation,
a people belonging to God, that you may declare the praises of
him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light. Once
you were not a people, but now you are the people of God; once
you had not received mercy, but now you have received mercy.
(1 Pet. 2:9-10 NIV)
Ladd goes on to point out that Jesus did not institute a new way of
worship, a new cult, or a new organization. The above words used by Peter
resemble the words used in the Old Testament to refer to Abraham and his
descendants. Jesus confirmed himself as the builder of the church from the
point of his earthly ministry forward.
Fellowship (Koinonia) The second such image of the Church is that of a
fellowship. This fellowship, established by Jesus, stands in continuity with the
Old Testament Israel with the added element being that the church now
becomes the Church of Jesus (Ladd 110). In the book of Acts, Luke writes,
They continued steadily learning the teaching of the apostles, and joined in tlie
[emphasis mine] fellowship" (2:42). The Apostle John would later write about
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the Church, observing that it is a "fellowship with other believers and also with
God the Father and his Son, Jesus Christ" (1 John 1:3 NIV). Here a reason for
church planting during the apostolic age begins to emerge: bringing people into
fellowship with Christ.
The Bodv of Christ. The best known image contained in the word
ekklesia is that of the church comprising the body of Christ. This image offers
the notion of a representative ministry. Much debate swirls about the Church as
the continued incarnation of Christ, or as a representative of that incarnation, but
the point remains that the Church manifests the character and glory of Christ
(Chaney 8). Here, Church is understood as a dynamic and living organism, not
an organization. As a representative ministry, the Church functions on the basis
of spiritual gifts with the implied emphasis on mentoring the Church into maturity.
Flock. This image of the Church may have been Jesus' most favorite
description (John 10:1-30; Matt. 25:33, 26:31). Subsequent to his resurrection,
Jesus' enfolding of the Apostle Peter again into the life and ministry to which he
had been called asked the apostle: "'Do you really love me?' 'Yes, Lord,' said
Peter. 'Then take care of my sheep'" (John 21:16-17 NIV).
Once the concept of Church is understood and Jesus viewed as the
Master Builder, we have freedom to explore the mandate Christ placed upon the
church. In the Great Commission, Jesus Christ tells his disciples:
All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me.
Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you.
And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.
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(Matt. 28:18-20 NIV)
The Great Commission implies the concepts of power and responsibility.
Once again Jesus asserts his authority and power in establishing and building
the Church. Consistent with his earlier declarative statement that he would
"build the church," Jesus again defines his role as initiator, noting that "all
authority has been given to me." The issue of Christ's authority was questioned
during his entire earthly ministry, both by religious leaders and the disciples as
well. Only after his role is established and his identity understood, does he then
bestow upon the disciples the responsibility to "go and make disciples ... of all
nations." (Matt. 28:18 NIV) While the action upon the disciples is to go, they are
to go in his name and in his power. In this way they were to incarnationally
represent Jesus Christ.
Jesus encourages the disciples to "go to the lost sheep of Israel" (Matt.
10:6 NIV). From here he offers a lengthy set of instructions about what they are
to do as they represent him. In conclusion he reminds them, "He who receives
you receives me, and he who receives me receives the one who sent me"
(10:40 NIV). This incarnational approach to ministry represents the character
of Christ concerning the issue of planting churches. A fundamental reason for
the church to reproduce its ministry in new or unreached areas beyond its own
specific location begins to emerge (Amberson 108). The Master Builder gives
the vision to carry out the construction. The book of Acts gives witness to the
fact that the disciples saw themselves as the reason for the planting of the first
church (19). An important aspect of the work of church planting appears in that
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the power does not come from the disciples; rather, their power comes from the
Holy Spirit
Luke records the final words of Jesus Christ before his ascension as
follows: "But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you
will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the
ends of the earth" (Acts 1 :8 NIV). This statement follows encouragement from
Christ to those gathered to "wait for the gift my Father has promised" (Acts 1 :6
NIV). We see the value Jesus Christ placed upon the establishment, and
reproduction of his church. As Robert Coleman observes, "He [Jesus] intended
to call a people for Himself and to build the church, a church that would never
perish" (17). Clearly, the mandate to establish churches begins with the Spirit
and continues successfully only in the power of the Spirit. This missionary
thrust, led by the Spirit, enabled those first followers to be faithful to the Great
Commission and, indeed, to become "his witnesses unto the ends of the earth"
(Faircloth 22).
A careful review of the book of Acts reveals that the above passage
serves as a guide for the remainder of the early church's growth and maturation.
The apostles ofo become his witnesses. The pattern of church planting they
carry out does begin in Jerusalem and culminate with the "ends of the earth." In
Acts 1:15, the followers of Christ are first referred to as "believers," or as the
"number of disciples," but by chapter 5:1 1 they are referred to as the "church."
Although it is hard to determine how quickly this comes about, the Scripture's
seem to suggest the development as progressive.
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Most movements seem to begin first with a small number of people
committed to the cause, and eventually greater momentum and more numbers
may come. The early church is no exception. What began as a powerful
witness to those gathered in the upper room explodes in time to "the ends of the
earth." Carl Moorhous breaks down the growth and development of the church
this way:
1. The Jewish growth pattern . . . Jerusalem of Judea . . . Acts 2:1-8:4.
2. The Jewish-Gentile extension . . . Samaritans ...Acts 8:5-25
3. Special ministry of Philip . . . preaching to the Ethiopian eunuch and to
the cities . . . Acts 8:26-40.
4. The Gentile church planted through special revelation . . . Joppa -
Caesarea . . . Acts 10:1-11:18.
5. Planting new churches . . . Acts 13:1-28:31
a. Churches planted in Asia Minor cities: Salamis, Acts 13:5;
Paphos, 13:9-11; Perga, 13:13; Antioch of Syria, 13:16-41;
Iconium, 13:50-51; Lystra, 14:5-6, 8-19; Derbe, 14:20; Attalia,
14:25; Troas, 16:9 (2nd trip); Ephesus, 18:18-19.
b. Churches established on the European continent: Phillipi, Acts
16:11-12; Thessalonica, 16:40-17:1; Berea, 17:10-11; Athens,
17:14-15; Corinth, 18:1-17.
c. Paul to Rome and his letters to the now established churches:
Acts 23:31-28:31. (2)
The period in church planting covered in the Acts of the Apostles is significant in
that it records the firsthand experience of the earliest church planters who
responded to the Great Commission (Hill 11). This period showed the fruition of
Jesus' original promise commitment to "build the church" (Matt. 16:18).
Tracing the steps of Christ and his followers from Matthew 16 to Acts, we
see how Christ established himself as the builder. The Holy Spirit gave the
motivation and power for new church planting. The growth and development of
the New Testament church was unique in that the apostolic church planters
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proclaimed a message never before heard. In contrast, church planting today is
more complex in lands with a long heritage of Christian tradition and many dead
institutional forms of Christianity (Hill 11). Rather than something which can
begin new and without preconceived ideas, often much work must be done to
help retool opinions and feelings already established about the mission and
nature of the Church; nonetheless, God's Spirit still empowers church planters.
The Church and New Church Development
Wagner observes, "The single most effective evangelistic methodology
under heaven is planting new churches" (11). This observation is well
researched. The work of planting new congregations has experienced
tremendous results on almost every front. In North America alone, church
planting ranks among one of the most successful ways to reach unchurched and
disinterested people with the gospel of Christ.
As the world stands on the brink of entering a new millennium, the
promise of Matthew 16:18 converges with the current state of the American
Church to make this an incredibly interesting time to plant new congregations
(Malphurs 39). Having already looked at the scriptural promises behind starting
new churches, I now consider the Church beginning with a closer look at the
twentieth century.
The century just passed has produced incredible change. During this one
hundred year span, the world has witnessed two World Wars, the
dismemberment of colonial empires, and the inventions of submarines,
spacecraft, televisions, microwave ovens, and computer chips. We have seen
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the eradication of smallpox and the emergence of AIDS. We have also
witnessed the re-drawing of the world's political boundaries and the
redistribution of huge populations. The world is now home to over six billion plus
people (Malphurs_16). It was an exciting century. Within this fast-developing
hundred years, the Church also enjoyed its victories.
Wagner observes that 1910-1930 was the most churched time in
American history. America was a "churched" culture. Many of the community
activities flowed in and out of the church, and pastors enjoyed the respect of
most within the community. The Church had relevance to the general North
American culture. The 40s and 50s also proved to be decades of vigorous
church growth and prosperity, but it would not remain that way (Strategies 108)
The 60s came and brought with them the decade of rebellion. The world,
especially in North America, began to assert a kind of independence, and values
once thought to be written in stone came under closer scrutiny, were then cut-
loose, and then finally abandoned altogether. Whereas the decades
immediately preceeding the 1960s were known for their evangelistic zeal, the
60s provided a case study for the opposite side of the spectrum. The Vietnam
conflict, the civil rights movement, and the rise of the hippie subculture only
served to both forecast and hasten this change. Mainline Christianity was
among the first "institutions" to suffer the impact. During this critical time,
mainline denominations began to change the focus of their attention towards a
more social gospel, moving away from evangelistic and spiritual pursuits. Their
goal was to align themselves with the prevailing cultural shifts taking place
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around them. Due to these shifts, the development of new congregations all but
came to a stop within mainline denominations.
The shifts, imperceptible at first, took place within the boards and
agencies (often the first place to notice shifting paradigms) in the mainline
church. For example, the term "mission" which was originally used to categorize
ministry thrusts having strong evangelical zeal, came to represent almost every
liberal cause the Church could support (Schaller, Strategies 109). The effects
upon evangelism proved cataclysmic.
One mainline church, the United Methodist Church, suffered more loss
than any other denomination and continues to reap the disastrous results to this
day-over two million in the past twenty years. Such emphasis upon the
liberal/social agenda served only to isolate mainline Christianity from the greater
issues of soul winning and church planting in general.
Floyd Bartel, in his book, A New Look at Church Growth, wrote that
"ninety-five percent of all Christians in North America will not win one person to
Christ in their entire lifetime" (59). Bartel goes on to say that while any number
above 60 percent is high, 95 percent is nothing short of frightening. More
current statistics further support Bartel's research. Barna notes that "in the past
seven years, the proportion of adults who have accepted Christ as their personal
Savior (thirty-four percent) has not increased." He goes on to suggest that what
American Christians believe about God and the Bible is not perceived as
significant enough to share with others (Frog 115).
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At the same time many main-line denominations were experiencing an
unraveling in their once primary mission, other, more conservative churches
considered mainline continued to experience growth. Churches like the
Southern Baptists, Church of the Nazarene, The Assemblies of God, and the
Church of God (Cleveland) maintained strong growth. In all, these churches
seemed able to hold to the priority of evangelism in a time of radical shift in the
North American culture. One interesting reason for the growth: church planting.
Such growth in these churches may have encouraged Ralph Winter, in
1974, to announce in a lecture that the challenge of reaching the "unchurched
peoples" of the developing world would constitute the third and final era in the
history of Christian mission. Concerning this pronouncement. Chuck Hunter
observes that Winter may have presupposed a static world (How to 25). In fact,
the last thirty years in particular have been an increasingly difficult time for the
North American Church (Wagner Planting 13). In all, even with some
denominations continued growth notwithstanding, the 70s, 80s, and 90s brought
an almost unprecedented pendulum swing in the opposite direction.
In 1978, George Gallup conducted a poll in which he concluded that 41
percent of all American adults (eighteen years of age or older) no longer
attended church. In this article, he defined these unchurched as "those who are
not members of a church or have not attended services in the previous six
months other than for special religious holidays, weddings, funerals, or the like"
(Malphurs 35). Sometime later, Wagner concluded in Christianitv Todav. that
despite church growth's advances throughout the decade, the number of
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American adults attending church has remained almost the same, while
Protestant church membership has actually declined (Wagner qtd. in Christianitv
Todav).
The unprecedented cultural changes mentioned above, mixed with the
acceleration of the information age, have left the church resembling "a deer
paralyzed by the bright lights of the fast-approaching car." What appeared so
promising during the first half of the century has turned completely around;
however, all is not lost. David McKenna notes in his book Mega Truth, that the
church must do two things as our society, believers and unbelievers alike,
continue to maneuver through the shifts brought on by the huge changes in our
world in the last thirty years and with the emergence of the information age. He
notes that first, a thorough understanding about our time is necessary. Ninety
percent of the jobs currently being created in the United States are in information
industries, knowledge work, or other white collar professions. The blue collar
sector presently represents less than two out of ten American workers, and that
ratio continues to edge downward. Secondly, McKenna notes that as this era
becomes firmly fixed in our society, the church must recommit to searching for
the scriptural filters suitable to help us evaluate and respond to the
presuppositions embodied in Western culture of the nineties (27). In this regard,
new churches stand perhaps in a better position than ever at bridging the gap
into the new forest of opportunity coming about as a result of the new
millennium.
New churches seem perhaps best able to pursue unreached people with
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passion, while at the same time being able to "rethink and reposition" its
missionary thrust in a way that connects with its surrounding culture (Malphurs
194). This opportunity brings to the forefront two issues, each one connected to
the other.
First is the critical need for the Church to rethink its role within our society
and to calculate its steps into a brighter future. Concerning this, Leonard Sweet
remarks,
"The time for getting people to come to church is over. It is time
now to get people to come to Christ. The church must give up its
organized religion and stop offering people just an institution. The
church must take up its 'Way, Truth, and Life' and start offering
people a lifeway, a lifetruth, and a life" (28).
Second is the need to acknowledge the existence and uniqueness of a growing
segment in our society who have either disconnected from church altogether, or
have never connected. What follows is a consideration of each of these two
observations, starting in reverse order.
The Unchurched
Even with the accelerated interest in the unchurched in America and the
growing mounds of research documenting such interest, suggesting one
definition for the term unchurched is still difficult. While at the broadest level,
Barna's definition seems substantial, even offering a few basic characteristics
helping us identify who the unchurched are, any serious look into defining the
term leaves one with the need to consider the many possible types of
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unchurched people that exist. The growing list of terms currently used to
describe unchurched people, like secular persons, seekers, pagans, and pre-
Christians, needs further classification.
One demographic analysis expects the current number of unchurched
adult persons in America to peak somewhere between 55-78 million. According
to a recent survey by Fanglan Du, the U.S. county average of unchurched is 41
percent (75). Concerning this segment within society, the unchurched tend to:
Be more commonly male than female;
Be frequently single, or married to a person from another religious
background;
Be more likely to live in a western state;
Have a median age of 35, two years younger than the average
American);
Have an income of $32,800 a year ($4,200 more than the average
American;
Be more educated than the norm, with 32% composed of college
graduates;
Almost always have some church experience in their background,
the slight majority being Protestant. (Strobel 44-45)
Long before Gallup's research, the first serious work in classifying the
levels and characteristics of the unchurched came from J. Russell Hale. In his
research. Hale suggests four broad categories by which we might come to
understand the term "unchurched" more thoroughly. He notes:
Deductively, the unchurched might be expected to consist of four
groups:
(1) atheists, deists, agnostics, and humanists; (2) once active
members of religious organizations, who no longer practice their
religion; (3) people who have never belonged to a religious
organization; and (4) members of non-Christian religious sects or
cults. (98-99)
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Hale is quick to point out, however, that this grouping is "inadequate for any
meaningful conceptualization or for empirical inquiry." (99)
On much the same level. Hunter observes that most secular (unchurched)
people vary in their consciousness of Christianity. One-third of the unchurched
population have no Christian memory, in that they do not know what Christians
believe. Still another third have "distant memory," in that their remembrance of
the faith is sketchy and piecemeal, and the remaining third are "nominal"
Christians, who endorse a sort of civil Christianity as opposed to the real article
(Hunter Unchurched 41).
As a descriptive analysis. Hale makes the following classifications:
The Antiinstitutionalist These people are defectors from the
church on the basis of what they perceive to be the Church's
preoccupation with its own self-maintenance.
The Boxed In: These are persons who found in their experience
of church an approach to life that was for them too constraining or
confining.
The Burned Out: These are persons whose energy and talents
were all but consumed by the church. They have know then inside,
and it has depleted their resources, talents, and time.
The Floater. These are persons who were never really
committed to the church in the first place. They bobbed and drifted
on the surface, never putting down anchor in the church
community.
The Hedonist These are persons who ultimately find fulfillment
of life's purpose in the momentary pleasures or the succession of
pleasure-satisfying activities found in life.
7776 Locked Out: This category reflects the segment in any
society who feel they have been locked out of church in some
regard. These are persons who through excommunication, slight,
disregard, or discrimination, overtly or covertly have been locked
out of church.
The Nomads: This group represents the people who never
become part of a Christian community due to the fact that they are
never home long enough to call it home.
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The Pilgrims: These people, unlike the Nomads who tend to be
purposeless rovers, are ones who are forever on some ideological
pilgrimage, searching for satisfying meanings and values.
The Publicans: This group who by far constitutes the largest
sector of the unchurched. These perceive church to be primarily
populated by Pharisees. They call those within the church
hypocrites, phonies, fakers, and persons living double lives.
The True Unbelievers: This last group represents those who are
genuinely unbelievers and warrants sub-classification:
Agnostic-Atheist These deny any real existence of ultimate
reality.
Deists-Rationalist These are persons whose theology is based,
formally or informally, upon human reason not revelation.
Humanists-Secularist These are publicans who embrace
worldliness, in the sense that the dignity or worth of people lies in
their capacity for self-realization through reason, without benefit of
supernatural revelation, clergy, of church. (100-107)
The above research begins to underscore the unique challenges facing
any new congregation when it comes to reaching out to unchurched people with
the goal of attracting them to an FSL. While newly planting churches stand a
better statistical chance of reaching these unchurched people, it remains
important for each church to understand the unreached within its own context.
Work in the last fifteen years has refocused the goal of understanding
those unreached by concentrating not only on the descriptive definition of who
the unchurched are but to also consider more thoroughly the prescriptive
reasons why they stay away. Lee Strobel makes the following observations
using the name "Harry" as a representative name for any unchurched person:
Observation 1: Harry has rejected church, but that does't
necessarily mean he has rejected God.
Observation 2: Harry is morally adrift, but he secretly wants
an anchor.
Observation 3: Harry resists rules but responds to reasons.
Observation 4: Harry doesn't understand Christianity, but he's
also ignorant about what he claims to believe in.
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Observation 5: Harry has legitimate questions about spiritual
matters, but he doesn't expect answers from Christians.
Observation 6: Harry doesn't ask, "Is Christianity true?" Often,
he's asking: "Does Christianity work?"
Observation 7: Harry doesn't just want to know something, he
wants to experience it.
Observation 8: Harry doesn't want to be somebody's project,
but he would like to be somebody's friend.
Observation 10: Harry is not any longer loyal to denominations,
but he is attracted to places where his needs will be met.
Observation 1 1: Harry isn't much of a joiner, but he's hungry for
a cause he can connect with.
Observation 12: Even if Harry's not spiritually sensitive, he
wants his children to get quality moral teaching.
Observation 13: Harry and Mary are confused about sex roles,
but they don't know that the Bible can clarify for them what it
means to be a man and a woman.
Observation 14: Harry is proud that he's tolerant of different
faiths, but he thinks Christians are narrow-minded.
Observation 15: There's a good chance Harry would try church
if a friend invited him~but this may actually do more harm than
good. (45-49)
These descriptive and prescriptive categories both illuminate and
underscore the often unrealized needs among unchurched people to connect
with something authentic, real, and lasting. The thirty-year pendulum swing
categorized by the startling rate of attrition experienced in many churches should
not be so globalized to make believe people are not interested in connecting
with the church. Though church attendance dropped drastically in the decades
following the 1960s, the rising surge of spiritual interest currently moving across
our country suggests that many people are still anguishing over spiritual
emptiness (Hybels 14).
America is spiritually thirsty. Rising secularism, and declining spiritual
interest is giving way to a new and rather aggressive form of spiritual awakening
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in our Country. Spiritual interests are booming, and they are not all interests in
church or Christianity. People want to experience the supernatural. They want
to feel God, and they are looking everywhere. Even with the almost rabid bent
towards spiritual things, the Christian Church has seen a rising number of
previously unchurched people willing to investigate the Christian side of spiritual
matters.
Such spiritual renewal is revitalizing hundreds of pastors and churches
across America and is even being felt in larger denominations once thought to
be void of vibrant faith. This is a far cry from the inteliectualism of the 1950s and
1960s. Interestingly, the twentieth century began with the ascendancy of
rationalism and liberalism. It is coming to an end with a new supernaturalism
(Anderson Church for 21^^ 19-20). Currently, a great quest exists for spiritual
meaning. Easum goes on to say that all three of these foundations are
disappearing from North American culture, as they have also been disappearing
from the post-World War II European cultures. Two phenomena that are driving
this change: television with its fast-paced ever changing images and the rise of
a generation of people who did not receive any spiritual or religious instruction
from the home, school, or community. Most of these people have never been
inside a church in their adult life outside of perhaps for a baptism, wedding, or
funeral.
George Gallup's research has discovered this very truth. In addition to
other conclusions it makes about the unchurched mind, Gallup concludes that
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"there remains a very strong interest in spiritual matters among the unchurched"
(Quoted in Malphurs 36).
The Rebirth of Apostolic Ministry and The Twenty-First Centurv Paradigm
The very realization that a "strong interest" in spiritual matters did exist
outside the church captivated Hybels. So much so, that he and a group of
friends working in a youth ministry together decided to start a church that would
specifically target the unchurched. In his own words, he writes:
We decided to start a church that would reach them, [the
unchurched] and answer their questions, address their needs,
introduce them to Jesus Christ, and give them a taste of the
Kingdom on earth. We wanted to "be the church" for people who
thought church was irrelevant but who needed it so desperately.
(16)
In many ways, the above words have come to summarize the dawn of a
new paradigm within Western Christianity, a paradigm Hunter refers to as the
rebirth of the "Apostolic congregation" (Church 19). This rebirth involves
primarily a renewed sense of mission among many new churches birthed within
the last twenty years. These churches, through careful planning, intentionally
rethink what is essential about the gospel message, and use the prevailing
cultural biases to put the message into vernacular more readily understood by
those outside the Church's reach. In this way, the apostolic congregation is not
a new kind of church but rather a perennial form of Church (28). The new
paradigm or apostolic approach to church ministry essentially finds its roots in
these words written by the Apostle Paul:
To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all
thingsto all men so that by all possible means I might save some. I
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do this for the sake of the gospel that I may share in its blessings.
1 Cor. 9:22-23, NIV)
In defining this shift. Hunter offers four possible nuances to describe this
emerging movement. They are:
1 . Like the root meaning of the term "apostle" and like the
experience of the New Testament apostles their leaders believe
that they and the church are "called" and "sent"" by God to reach
an unchurched pre-Christian population.
2. Their theology and message center upon the gospel of early
apostolic Christianity, rather than upon the narrower dogmaticism,
or the more vague "inclusive" theism or the conventional moralism
found in many traditional churches.
3. Like the early apostles and their communities, these
churches adapt to the language and culture of their target
population to communicate meaningfully the meaning of the
ancient message.
4. They are remarkably similar to certain key features we find
in early apostolic Christianity, in the Anabaptist, Pietist, and
Methodist apostolic movements within Reformation Christianity,
and in many growing Third World congregations today. (Church
28)
While the above four points offer a definition of the apostolic new
paradigm. Hunter also offers ten characteristics of this new paradigm which
further define the characteristics, style, and values of apostolic congregations.
1. Apostolic congregations take a redundant approach to
rooting believers and seekers in Scripture.
2. Apostolic congregations are disciplined and earnest in
prayer, and they expect and experience God's action in response.
3. Apostolic congregations understand, like, and have
compassion for lost, unchurched, pre-Christian people.
4. Apostolic congregations obey the Great Commission-more
as warrant or privilege than mere duty. Indeed, their main
business is to make faith possible for unreached people;
evangelization is not merely one of many more or less equally
important ministries of the church. (Church 29)
5. Apostolic congregations have a motivationally sufficient
vision for what people, as disciples, can become.
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7. Apostolic congregations adapt to the language, music, and
style of the target population's culture.
8. Apostolic congregations prioritize the involvement of all
Christians in lay ministries for which they are gifted.
9. The members of Apostolic congregations receive regular
pastoral care. They are in regular spiritual conversation with
someone who is gifted for shepherding ministry.
10. Apostolic congregations engage in many ministries to
unchurched non-Christian people. (Church 32)
In many ways, the above prescriptors and definitions are the natural and
Spirit-driven outcome of a church combating this past quarter-century's cultural
malaise. The sixties decade of rebellion, the seventies decade of question, and
the eighties decade of materialism, gave way to the nineties as a decade
perhaps remembered as one of dawning reality. The enlightenment thinking
which gave way to modernity, has now given birth to post-modernity which
allows for a reconsideration of spiritual values and absolutes (Hunter, Church
22). Never before in history has interest in the supernatural been so great.
Books, tapes, and seminars all offer answers to the questions people are asking
about life; however, the cause of such spiritual hunger is not easy to pinpoint. A
mix of disillusionment, post-secularism, generational depression, and a fear
about the future, to name a few, could be possible causes (Anderson 19). At the
bottom line, people in general, unchurched included, are longing to connect both
relationally and spiritually.
Successful church planting finds its home in this new paradigm of
apostolic church ministry. New church development that carefully considers the
current trends in society and carefully considers the psychographics of such a
society stand a far better chance at seeing the realization of new church
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development being effective in reaching unchurched or dechurched people for
Christ.
Rick Warren, founding and senior pastor of Saddleback Valley
Community Church, carefully applied an understanding of why people do not
come to church and subsequently created a strategy in planting Saddleback
Church which has become a model for many other churches to follow.
Saddleback applies what it calls a "Life-Development" process to engage
unbelieving seekers and move them towards fully devoted followership of Christ.
At Saddleback, the church employs a series of concentric circles to help them
identify the relationship of each person to the church. These circles are
identified as community, crowd, congregation, committed, and core. Each circle
or people group has its own set of ministry goals attached to it with the hoped-for
result being discipled people from the community all the way to the core (205).
Small Groups Ministry
A strong resurgence of the dynamic power of small group ministry within
Christianity has also occurred. Although the feel of this resurgence seems to
suggest this ministry as something new, the opposite is true.
Jesus began with a chosen group of twelve. The Acts of the apostles
remind us at the Church's beginning that "every day they continued to meet
together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together
with glad and sincere hearts" (Acts 2:46, NIV). Until the third century, the church
itself was largely a smaller group movement, meeting in homes and multiplying
around the Mediterranean world. Most of the epistles written in the New
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Testament are written to churches that met in houses. In later centuries, times
of reform and renewal in the church usually included a new small group
movement in the church (Bartel 46). One that stands out in particular is the
small group development of John Wesley.
Wesley, an Anglican priest and founder of the renewal movement which
would later become the Methodist Church held a deep conviction concerning the
importance of smaller groups to both establish faith, and mature believers
desiring to "flee the wrath to come." Stemming mostly from a strongly held
conviction that "Christianity was essentially a social religion" Wesley sought to
create a system by which people could "work out their own salvation," through
the mutual care and concern that is indicative of face-to-face relationships
(Outler 178).
An astute judge of people, Wesley's fervor about such a type of ministry
was born out of both his experience and continued belief that people left to their
own devices would hardly progress in grace. So strong was this conviction that
he wrote at one point, "Those who will not meet in class cannot stay with us"
(Quoted in Collins 61).
The importance of small group or cell ministry within Christianity is well
documented. Within this century, Carl George observes that small group
ministry may be among the most crucial yet underdeveloped resources in the
church today (41). When a thoroughly planned small group ministry is
implemented, the church can experience the deeper level of Christian intimacy
spoken of in the Bible but not often witnessed in the North American church.
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Some of these benefits include, among other things, the discovery of spiritual
gifts, the development of lay leadership, effective congregational care, worship,
evangelism, and numerical growth (Arnold, Big Book 31). Small group ministry
has also been documented within this century to have outstanding impact upon
congregational evangelism and church growth as well.
Dale Galloway began a pioneering work in 1972 to reach the unchurched
thousands of Portland, Oregon. Fueled by the desire to plant a church for the
unchurched, the Galloways sold their home and used the money as front-load
financing for the vision God had given them. Galloway describes in his own
words standing on a snack-shack rooftop in a drive-in theater sharing how "one
day, a three-thousand seat sanctuary with a one hundred-foot lighted cross
rising above its roof, and nestled against a lush-green hillside would beckon
people to New Hope" (Small Group Book 7). Long before he declared the vision
God had given him to his drive-in congregation, he and his wife Margi were
already leading a small group in their home, the group that would help launch
the church. Today, New Hope Community Church is the second largest small-
group driven church in North America. Yet beyond its impressive numerical
growth is the way it grows. The majority of New Hope's members find their port
of entry into the life of the congregation through small groups ministry (14). This
took place during a time in which entire denominations were testing and then
abandoning the idea of small group ministry implementation. In this way. New
Hope had become a model church for church planting and development through
small groups. In noting the five basic reasons why every church needs small
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groups, two of the reasons have direct relevance for the issue of church
planting. His reasons are:
1 . They provide multiple ports of entry into the church.
2. They provide a very effective form of evangelism.
3. They are the only way to truly care for people.
4. They accelerate the spiritual growth of individuals and the
church.
5. They properly shift the work of the church to the people and
fulfill Ephesians 4. (Small Group 10 )
Small Groups as Ports of Entrv
Paul writes: "You know that I have not hesitated to preach anything that
would be helpful to you but have taught youjDublicly and from house to house"
[emphasis mine] (Acts 20:20, NIV). Inherent within this Scripture, small groups
can be seen as the work of the early Apostles. With the toil and hardship
associated with church planting, Paul's words suggest not only an awareness of
the need for smaller groups of people to meet but even the concept of using
them as a way to reach people. Small groups, similar to the concept of "house
churches" have been a center of evangelism from New Testament times
(Wagner Church Planting 59).
In forming an understanding of small group development and growth, two
approaches to groups are found in churches: the closed type of small group and
the open-style small group. Closed groups do not invite newcomers. Open
groups fashion an inclusive style that welcomes new attendees thus creating a
port of entry (Arnold Small Group Outreach 46).
The largest example of this "cell church" model is the Yoido Full Gospel
Church in Seoul, South Korea, led by pastor Paul Cho. This church averages
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over 275,000 people in weekly worship with over 800,000 members. At the end
of 1989, over 55,000 developed small groups were active within the church.
These groups are a main feeder into the church.
The genius of Yoido Full Gospel's numerical success flows from each cell
group as it grows annually by an average of just two people. Not only is this a
manageable goal but one, as groups continue to develop, capable of producing
amazing growth. On average, Yoido enlarges its scope of ministry by about 20
percent a year, which averages out to be tens of thousands of new people, a
good portion of whom are previously unchurched and unsaved (George Prepare
Your Church 100).
Often, small group ministry is seen as only a disciple-making ministry and
not one that produces church growth. This is the feature that has interested me
in terms of reaching unchurched people for the FSL.
Small Groups as Evangelism
Biblical evangelism is not a program, but a person-to-person process of
sharing the good news of Christ with another (Arnold Big Book 36). Small
groups provide a natural place for this to take place.
Studies suggest that, on average, an unchurched person will have from
between twelve and twenty four encounters with the gospel in different ways
before they are willing to either respond or listen with interest to the claims of the
Christian faith. Small groups create the natural environment where this can
happen. In a world that has become increasingly lonely and hi-tech, people are
longing for the personal touch of relationships (Naisbett 51). Steve Sjogren
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discovered the value of this truth in using small groups for evangelism at his
church.
The Vineyard Community Church in Cincinnati created an approach to
evangelism known as "servant," or "kindness evangelism," in which they
regularly venture out in their community to perform random acts of kindness to
show God's love in practical ways (Sjogren 19). Sjogren notes that most small
groups, if left to themselves, will grow "cozy and closed, suggesting that left
uncorrected, this system will create the situation where newcomers are more
often tolerated than heartily welcomed, and thus will find it hard to break in to the
congregation" (184).
John Wesley understood the dynamic of this truth. His careful and
meticulous approach of connecting people into groups provided many the
opportunity to respond to Christ. These "societies" were in some sense graded,
suited to the needs and spiritual development of their members. His class,
band, and society meetings each held similar goals with varying degrees of
accountability and vulnerability. The result was often a quickened faith on the
part of those involved (Collins 160).
Marketing the Church
Perhaps one of the most unique emphases to emerge from the apostolic
paradigm of church ministry has been the decision by many newly planted or
large churches to market for increased attendance. George Barna, perhaps the
name best known in the field of trending, demographic/psychographic analyses,
and church marketing, identifies the relative newness of the idea by noting that
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the Christian Church is not known for setting trends or embracing change. He
notes that although marketing has been an accepted discipline in the business
world for several decades, many Christian leaders consider even speaking of
marketing a church as the next best thing to blasphemy (Marketing 12). In an
interview for Leadership Magazine, George Barna shared his feelings
concerning the validity for Church marketing:
The fight over whether to market is false. Every church markets.
When a church puts its name on a building or prints up a bulletin
for Sunday services or prints business cards for the pastor, it
markets. So the issue is: are you marketing intelligently and
intentionally? This is a steward issue. If a church isn't consciously
engaged in marketing, it's probably not being a good steward of its
resources (16:1995,123)
Most of the issues surrounding the importance of marketing the Church fall into
four basic premises that Barna holds:
1 .The church is a business. (Marketing 26). Just like businesses have goals
of increased profits, churches have the goal of increased profits in terms of
nurturing believers and leading people to Christ. Effective Churches take this
truth seriously. They are managed with utmost care and efficiency with the
overall perspective that to do so is to be good and faithful stewards of God's
resources.
2. Marketing is essential for a business to operate successfully. (Marketing
26). No successful business thriving today is in that condition without the help of
effective marketing strategies. Considering this very point, David McKenna in a
class lecture notes the importance of mission, vision, and values in helping the
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church reach its fullest potential. This is often considered what is called a
proactive marketing orientation. Ichak Adizes discusses this premise observing
that a "proactive marketing orientation means identifying new client needs, and
designing services and products to satisfy them" (35). This is the basic premise
of incarnational leadership. Considering ministry. Dale Galloway observes this
approach as "meeting needs with love" ("Biblical Leadership").
3. The Christian Church in America, with few exceptions, does not have
a marketing perspective regarding its growth and development. (Barna,
Marketing 26). Charles Courtoy teaches that when most businesses are falling
short of sales goals, they market, and that sadly, when churches fail to meet
their goals in terms of attendance, finances, and/or other ministry gains, they
often cut the budget and tighten down on expenses. Such practice in the
business world would mean almost certain bankruptcy, and yet this is perhaps a
major key as to why so many churches appear to exist as opposed to thrive.
4. Christians are concerned about the condition of our nation and the
state of the Church to seriously consider alternative approaches to building up
the Church through the local church body (Barna, Marketing 27). Many of the
churches that fit the apostolic paradigm profile offered by Chuck Hunter
understand the unique roles each person in a church has in helping the
congregation become effective in winning and keeping attenders. As well,
marketing within the context of the church should not just be seen as advertising.
While many churches advertise to gain new people, Barna points out in a study
he conducted of various growing churches that they used "informative" rather
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than "persuasive" approaches to advertising (User Friendly 102).
The informative approach to church marketing takes into account what is
often referred to as a more synergistic approach. Synergism takes place when a
number of contributing factors come together to produce a result. In this sense,
a synergistic approach to church marketing takes into account the many different
facets of a congregation and how each can be used to produce a desired result,
in this instance or in the instance of planning for an FSL, greater attendance.
Barna goes on to observe that before many people visit a church, they must first
know it exists, then become knowledgeable about what it is all about, and then
finally attain a positive impression about the church (User Friendly 102).
Many components make this happen within a congregation including the
combination of different strategies such as a direct mail campaign and a
telemarketing program, or as varied as a servant evangelism or a word-of-mouth
invitation emphasis. The pastor's responsibility in keeping these and other
marketing and evangelistic approaches before the congregation only help to
underscore the value of a synergistic or combined approach with regard to
marketing, or evangelizing. It is important to note here, that effective marketing
of the church takes place when a number of strategies are used together. With
effective church marketing and evangelism, it is seldom one thing. This
synergistic approach to these strategies yields the better results over focusing
upon one strategy alone. Large and effective churches that are reaching
numbers of people for Christ have understood this value and are implementing it
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within their context with great result.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of tlie Study
This study was designed to evaluate methods used to gather people for a
first service launch (FSL) of a newly planting congregation in western Palm
Beach County, Florida on Easter Sunday, 30 March 1997. A special focus of
this study was on the role small groups played in FSL attendance at Community
of Hope church in Royal Palm Beach, Florida.
This chapter will show the design of this study and how it developed. I
will give a description of the objectives set forth in the purpose statement and
research questions. First is a summary of the problem that created the need for
research and the reasons that the research should be undertaken.
Summary of the Problem
New churches are opening up in almost every city in the United States.
They are created by both independent and mainline denominations with the goal
of reaching the growing numbers of Americans who move or are disinterested in
the church and what it has to say about spiritual issues of life and faith. The
advent of the apostolic paradigm, most clearly expressed in the "seeker-
movement," and missional emphasis studies on the importance and
effectiveness of culture-specific, indigenous styles of worship have created a
renewed interest in church-planting. The precipitous decline of mainline church
attendance and the recent upswing of independent, younger congregations
contributed to this interest in pioneering new congregations. The United
Methodist Church is no exception in this regard.
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Currently, the Florida Conference, of which I am a member, leads all the
other conferences in our nation in the area of church planting. By the end of
1999, the Florida conference of the United Methodist Church had begun as
many as thirty-nine new congregations since 1994. Many of these new
congregations exhibit the heart and characteristics of the apostolic movement
spoken of in chapter 2. The literature search forced me to consider ways to go
about gathering the unchurched for an opening service of a newly beginning
congregation. Studies suggest that the launch service of a newly forming church
plant is the critical event and a major indicator for future church growth.
From my research, where I learned about the strategic importance of the
FSL to the overall life-health of the congregation, coupled with my lack of
experience in church planting, I decided to focus my study on the events
surrounding the birth of a newly planting congregation. Similar to Michael
Johnson's observation about his gold medal win in the 100-Meter event at the
1996 Summer Olympics as being "all about the how you begin." I wanted to
discover the factors that contribute to the attendance or "gathered crowd" at the
first service launch. Of special concern is the impact of an open-style small
groups ministry on launch service attendance.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the methods a new church uses
to gather people for a FSL of a new church plant in western Palm Beach County,
Florida. Various outreach methods will be used to discover what worked best.
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One particular focus will be the use of open small groups to increase the
attendance for the FSL.
Research Questions
Over the course of the year in the Beeson Program, I had the opportunity
to learn about the development of small group ministry and to witness its impact
upon many of the churches we visited. I was intrigued with the concept of small
groups formed out of the worshipping community as a way for reaching people
and motivating them to attend church. From these visits to innovative churches
with strong small group ministries, I decided to concentrate on them as a
possible strategy for gathering a crowd for the first service launch. My first
research question developed from this concentration.
Research Question 1
Does an open small group approach enhance the FSL?
New Hope Community Church in Portland, Oregon uses open style small
groups as ports of entry into their primary weekend worship services. When
Dale Galloway, the church's founding pastor began with only a handful of people
attending his service at a local drive-in theatre, he had a vision of thousands of
small groups gathering all over greater Portland meeting needs and bringing
unchurched people to Christ. Currently, New Hope Community church has over
five-thousand people meeting weekly in hundreds of small groups all over the
city. These groups, according to Galloway have grown the church exponentially.
Thinking through my visit to New Hope, and other churches like it, I
developed the hypothesis that out of a committed core-group, small groups
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created before the FSL could be a primary reason for attendance at the FSL.
The formation of these community groups will be one of the first steps in
evangelizing the people in our area beyond the existing core group, with the
goal of increasing attendance at the FSL.
Research Question 2
What additional factors contributed to FSL attendance?
As in any new situation a number of contributing factors impact a
probable outcome. The same holds true with newly starting churches and their
FSL. People are first interested by numerous points of contact when making
choices about where to attend church. I used a variety of methods to interest
them. While I had no idea which ones would work within the context and cultural
setting where Community of Hope would be birthed, I believed the community
groups would stand out as one of the primary contributing factors in attendance
at the launch.
Over the course of my year in residence in the 1995-96 Beeson class, I
witnessed firsthand many exciting and dynamic churches where small groups
were an integral part such as New Hope Community Church, Portland, Oregon;
Saddleback Valley Community Church, Orange County, California;
Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church, Tipp City, Ohio; Vineyard Community
Church, Cincinnati, Ohio; Southland Christian Church, Lexington, Kentucky;
Second Baptist Church, Houston, Texas; Oasis of Love Church, North Houston,
Texas, First United Methodist Church, Houston, Texas; Chapelwood United
Methodist Church, Houston, Texas; Willow Creek Community Church, South
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Barrington, Illinois; Kwang Lim Methodist Church, Seoul, South Korea; and
Yoido Full Gospel Church, Seoul, South Korea.
In many of these churches, our group of Beeson pastors had the
opportunity to meet with their pastors and staff and study their outreach
strategies to unchurched people within their target areas. As a result of this
study and with the contribution of other learning experiences, I used a number of
additional outreach strategies beyond an open small groups ministry to gather
people to the FSL. What follows is a breakdown of the various strategies our
core-group used to gather people for the FSL of Community of Hope Church.
Servant evangelism. This term as created by Steve Sjogren, senior
pastor of the Vineyard Community Church in Cincinnati, Ohio, touches people
with the kindness of God in practical ways. Projects like washing windshields,
handing out free cold drinks, cleaning restrooms, and offering free carwashes
enable church members to evangelize unchurched people in a high grace-low
risk format. The church witnesses to people with the unconditional love of God
by doing these acts of ministry. As each kindness project is done and each
person touched, the church leaves a card expressing that God loves them
unconditionally and offers the church's address and phone number if any further
assistance is needed. The Vineyard Community Church's efforts to reach
people through kindness-evangelism was extremely attractive to me. I used this
servant evangelism approach early in the beginning stages of Community of
Hope.
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Direct mail Direct mail is the most popular way to get the message of a
newly forming congregation to families in the area. Direct mail consists primarily
of advertisements about the church sent directly to homes. Direct mail is most
usually done by companies that specialize in target-centered advertising. Here
the boundaries of the advertising campaign are established by zip code address.
Direct mail usually predicts a 1 percent return per mailing. For example, if the
target area is comprised of twenty thousand people and direct mail is used to
advertise for a special event, such as the beginning of a new congregation, the
church should expect an average of two hundred people to attend. These
numbers represent the average and of course do not hold true in every situation.
Any number of contributing factors will either add or detract from the results. I
also used direct mail as one of the strategies for creating a perception about our
church and its values.
Newspaper advertisement The newspaper is an innovative, albeit
expensive, way to communicate the development of a new church; however, with
the advancement of computer and online possibilities made newly available
each day, newspaper advertising has become more competitive. In addition to
the recent value of more competitive pricing, newspaper advertising also offers
the chance to "tease" interest out of a constituency through what is known as a
"teaser campaign." Teaser advertisements are placed strategically in the local
and neighborhood papers to draw attention to an event of an organization. We
can use teaser advertising without explaining everything about the church. I
carefully designed a teaser advertising campaign that slowly unfolded all the
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relevant information about the launch service over three to four weeks. (See
appendix I)
Church Signs As expected, Community of Hope will also employ the use
of signs to clearly mark the worship location and times of the service. These
signs will carry the official logo, color, and font-style of the new church.
Because of the size and design of our community, it will be important to
place these signs all over the western community area, including Loxahatchee to
the west, the Acreage to the north, and the community of Royal Palm Beach to
the east.
Word of mouth/family and friends Clearly one of the oldest and most
effective means by which people connect with a church is through word of
mouth. Even as Andrew first introduced his brother Simon (later called Peter) to
Jesus with the simple invitation to "Come and see," the use of personal invitation
still accounts for a large percentage of people who connect with the church.
Church growth studies suggest word of mouth, or personal invitation, to be
among the leading factors in helping people first decide to attend church.
Understanding this, I introduced a friendship evangelism strategy to the
coregroup called "Won by One." This strategy includes a card outlining steps to
follow to engage friends and neighbors and invite them to church. Among the
characteristics of this approach are listing people by name on the card, prayer,
personal witness about Christ, and invitation (See appendix F).
I was also interested in other contributing factors enhancing FSL
attendance. Some of these factors might be worship location, style of music.
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structure of the service, and curiosity to name a few; however, these will not be
specifically tracked on the research instrument. A space will be available to list
them.
Research Question 3
What is the correlation between the first Sunday launch attendance and
future church growth, as measured by the church attendance throughout the
year?
This question has been designed to test the hypothesis made in church
planting literature that future church growth is inhibited if attendance at the FSL
is less than two hundred. This research question seeks to determine whether
this claim is true or not, based upon evidence gathered within the context of
Community of Hope's FSL and attendance across the first year. To investigate
this question, I tracked the attendance for each Sunday service over a period of
one year. Here, I was primarily interested in any correlation between FSL
attendance and the continued growth of the new church over the period of the
first year.
Instrumentation and Research Methodology
In order to test the impact that open-style small groups and other methods
of outreach or communication have on the launch service of Community of Hope,
I developed and used a combined information form and a questionnaire at the
launch event itself. This will be the primary way for determining such an impact.
Questionnaires are research methods that fall under the broader category of a
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descriptive survey. In his book, Practical Research Planning and Design. Paul
Leedy explains:
The descriptive survey method, sometimes called the normative
survey method, is employed to process the data that comes to the
researcher through observation. These are discrete data, as
different from historical data, which come to the researcher through
written records, as the subject matter of chemistry is from that of
literature. We learn some truth by observing the events taking
place in the world around us. . . The method of research that looks
with intense accuracy at the phenomena of the moment and then
describes precisely what the researcher sees is called the
descriptive survey, or the normative survey. (185)
One particular concern with the use of a questionnaire in an FSL was the
need for brevity. Completing the questionnaire during the worship service
necessarily limits the number of questions. This was an important factor to
consider on the launch Sunday. The church will be targeting the large
percentage of unchurched people within the area. My hope is that all the work
done in order to reach people will result in a large attendance of unchurched at
the FSL. With this hope comes the concern about possibly offending them by
asking previously unconnected people to share personal information about their
decision to attend the church. The questionnaire for this research project will
double as an attendance registration form for the launching church. Special
care will be taken to get the information quickly, precisely, and in a non
threatening format.
The seeker movement has helped the church identify why many people
stay away from church. Rick Warren shares that the first step in reaching
unchurched people with the gospel of Jesus Christ is to begin to think like them.
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The seeker movement has helped the church understand that most unchurched
people do not like to sign anything that might lead to a possible visit or phone
call. Seekers want the freedom to investigate the claims of the Christian faith at
their own pace. Special care must be taken in this regard to assure that this
freedom is not compromised. Gathering such information puts the church in a
potentially precarious position. Collecting the information for this study and
being careful to make sure the right information is collected is important;
however an equal need exists in not offending seekers at the very first public
worship service of Community of Hope. In an effort to assure the correct
compilation of information that this project must have and to minimize any
possible breach of seeker freedom, I used the following approach to gathering
the information on the questionnaire.
Following an extended worship time and the morning prayer, I invited
people to take the questionnaire labeled, "Connect!" attached to the worship
folder by a perforated edge. Then I asked everyone to tear the connect page
loose from the worship folder. Following this everyone was invited to respond to
the connect page. I believe having everyone do this minimized the risk of those
attending COH for the first time feeling singled out.
Concerning the need to be brief and to the point while still getting all the
information necessary for research, Leedy notes:
Simplify. Make the instrument as simple to read and respond to as
possible. The questionnaire should demand as little effort and time
on the part of the respondent as possible. A check-item
questionnaire is generally preferable to the completion type or one
that asks the respondent to reply with an extended discussion.
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Completion questionnaires are time-consuming and mentally
debilitating for both the respondent and researcher. (189)
Following Leedy's advice, this questionnaire was used with the strictest
concerns for time and at the least amount of possible risk toward offending any
unchurched person. I cannot over emphasize the need for caution here.
In addition to the questionnaire made available in the worship folder
(church bulletin) and taken at the launch service, a similar questionnaire was
placed within the welcome packet of literature made available at the Welcome
Center and at the free barbecue to be held on the same day as the launch
service. This provided another opportunity to gather relevant information for this
study. Once completed, the information will be collated and categorized for
interpretation.
Population and Data Collection
The population for this study was the attendees at the launch service for
Community of Hope Church, a new United Methodist church on the western
edge of Palm Beach County, Florida. The launch service was held on Easter
Sunday, 30 March 1997. All persons in attendance were given the opportunity to
fill out the questionnaire during the worship services on the first Sunday. The
bulk of those responding were adults, thereby establishing a possible distinction
between total attendance present and the number of questionnaires collected.
In the early months of 1995 the West Palm Beach District of the United
Methodist Church conducted a demographic and psychographic study of the
target area to help the congregation establish some early strategic goals
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concerning its outreach. This study, known as a Percept Study Analysis
revealed considerable information.
According to the Percept research, the population in the study area
increased by 6,050 persons, or 21.4 percent since the year 1990, with a
continued annual increase of over 16.5 percent. Most of the population is
comprised of middle class families, with millennials (age 0-14) comprising the
largest percentage, followed by Baby Boomers. Average income is $54,217,
comprised by double income families. Average age in the target area is thirty-
three years old. Concerning the church and spiritual issues, the study noted a
preference for contemporary worship styles over traditional by a margin of 9.6
percent with contemporary music being the overwhelming choice within the
target (Compass 1).
Final Reflections
The location and demographics of the area, coupled with the worship
style of the launch service, was expected to play some role in limiting the
generalizability of the study. My goal has been to study the impact that an open
small groups ministry as well as other contributing factors have on the
attendance at the FSL of the Community of Hope church in Western Palm Beach
County, Florida. The study will not be a general study of the subject of church
planting or relevance of a small groups ministry, but rather concentrate on the
use of small groups in connection with a core group, as well as other means to
gather a crowd for the FSL. Beyond this I believe the study will have relevance
for church planting, especially to pastors interested in knowing what factors or
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combinations of factors work best in gathering a crowd of people for a first
service launch. Depending upon the outcome of the study, I believe it will add to
the body of literature and make a special contribution to the Importance of a new
church beginning effectively.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
A Church Begins to Form
Three research questions guided this study: Does an open small group
approach enhance the FSL? What additional factors contributed to FSL
attendance? What is the correlation between FSL attendance and future church
growth as measured by church attendance throughout the year?
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the research of the
FSL of Community of Hope church on Easter Sunday, 30 March 1997. The
primary concern will be reporting information gathered from the questionnaire
indicating what factors contributed to launch attendance at the FSL.
As stated in Chapters 1 and 3, this study was designed to determine what
factors influence attendance at a first service launch of a new church plant. A
primary concern is on the role of open small groups to increase the probability of
drawing a larger number of people to the FSL. In presenting the findings of the
study, this chapter is divided into the quantitative findings for the first two
research questions. These findings are followed by the quantitative findings for
the third question. I begin this chapter with a narrative leading up to the church's
FSL. The period of time covered in the story is the nine months from the Q^^ of
June 1996, to the FSL on Easter Sunday, 30 March 1997. Following the
presentation of these findings, I will list the findings for a re-test of the first two
research questions as they pertain to a new launch opportunity referred to in this
project as the SSL.
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A Church Begins to Form
On 8 June 1996, the rental truck was packed, and the good-byes said
before my family and I pulled out of Wilmore en-route to Southeast Florida as
church planters. Swirls of thoughts and emotions filled my head as I drove the
rental truck down the interstate. The task of establishing a new congregation
where once there was none seemed oven/vhelming; however, I felt excited about
the challenge. I was well on the way towards conceptualizing a vision of what I
believed God wanted to accomplish.
We arrived at our final destination of Lake Worth, Florida on Wednesday
morning, 12 June. Except for two friends we knew in the area and a pastor
representing the District Board of Missions and Church Extension, no one
greeted us at our new location. I missed the reception usually given by members
of an existing church. We unpacked our belongings and moved into the rental
house, secured for us by the West Palm Beach District. We lived the next ten
months in this house, some eight miles south of the southern most tip of our
target area.
After a week to get settled, I began an intermediary study of the area. I
interviewed and scheduled appointments with anyone I discovered who could
help me gain more understanding of the three communities in the target area
where Community of Hope would make its future home. Through either word of
mouth or personal perception I sought out individuals who could provide me with
demographic information, pertinent history, or information concerning
infrastructure and rate of development.
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In addition to this study, we began as a family to worship "incognito" in
some of the churches closest to where COH would someday locate.
Recognizing this "incognito" status would not remain intact very long, we used
this to our advantage in helping us develop a perception of the kinds of church
ministries currently established within the community. The information we
gathered helped to form initial ideas about a style of ministry for Community of
Hope.
Towards the end of the summer, I started offering more visible intentions
of my desire to develop and begin a new church. I did this primarily through the
work of servant-evangelism, an outreach model I discovered when visiting the
Vineyard Community Church in Cincinnati, Ohio. Their use of kindness
impressed me as a user-friendly, culturally relevant approach to reaching people
for Christ. Though I had considerable experience in evangelism after accepting
Jesus Christ, I found the Vineyard model of "kindness-outreach" an appealing
way to both serve as Jesus did and to gain a possible hearing for the gospel.
After my appointment to start a new church, I decided to use this approach to
evangelism.
Haley, my oldest daughter, and I stuffed our old Honda with ice chests
filled with cold-drinks. Once the drinks were cool, we drove to construction sites
within the target area, then to small businesses in the strip malls where we
offered diet or regular drinks as a practical example of God's love. Along the
way, we had a number of conversations with genuine "seekers" who were
interested in sharing with me their views of the church, or faith, or some aspect of
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their spiritual journey. I was excited to see my daughter serving Christ in this
way and to realize that we were having genuine, positive contact with some of
the unchurched people in our target area. What made this outreach particularly
satisfying was that at this time, we were essentially commuting from eight miles
south (twenty minutes away) to have any contact with people who might
potentially become members of our new church.
A Core-Group Is Established
Early in October, I was beginning to see interest in the idea of a new
church take root in some of the people living in the western community area.
Slowly, I began to add names of people to my list of potential core-group
members.
During the week of 13 October, I took an evening to phone the small but
growing list of people I had identified as potential core group members. After
making the calls, I established a list of twenty people who wanted to meet at my
home and hear more about the planting of a new church.
A group of twenty-three individuals, (fourteen adults and nine children of
various ages) came together on 20 October in our garage for a free barbecue
and a chance to hear me share my vision for a new, contemporary-style
congregation for the Western Community area. Standing in our living room after
dinner, with a "Community of Hope" baseball cap on my head, I shared what I
believed to be God's vision for Community of Hope:
/ dream of a contemporary ctiurch where hundreds, even
thousands, of the Western Community's unchurched people find
the healing and hope for their lives that only Jesus Christ can offer
I dream of a place where hundreds of need-meeting ministries are
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offered seven days a week, and a place where hundreds of small
groups meet weekly in homes, places of business, and restaurants.
I dream of a church where people can come as they are and be
shaped and molded into who God has called them to be. This will
be a place where the music resembles what you listen to on the
radio and where drama and video-technology are used to
communicate the Gospel of Jesus Christ in relevant and attractive
ways. I dream of a Community ofHope for the Western
Community area ofPalm Beach County.
After sharing my vision for the new church, I offered the chance for people
to ask any questions they had about the church. Following a time of sharing, I
prayed that God would bless our continued outreach into the community, and
from this night fon^/ard we set out to lay the foundation for a new church. Before
people left, I invited them back to our home the following Sunday evening for
what I would call our Core Gathering. After explaining that this gathering was not
the church, I detailed how I believed God would use this group to give birth to a
church sometime the following spring. Clearly, a sense of excitement among
those gathered could be felt as people considered being used to start a new
church in the western community area of Palm Beach County, Florida.
The Core Group Grows
The next two months, we continued to meet in our home moving to
different rooms as the group continued to grow and develop. During this time,
God continued to use both word of mouth and servant evangelism as a way to
bring new and interested people to the core gathering. At this time, the core
scheduled its first significant outreach into the Western Community area.
The Western Communities Chamber of Commerce hosted a "West-Fest
Weekend" featuring craft booths, country music and dancing, as well as providing
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local merchants with the chance to advertise their services to the public. The
Community of Hope core rented a booth at the West-Fest arena. We gave free
frisbees to the children. Core members took turns washing over one thousand
windshields as a practical example of God's love.
While working together the growing core started forming relationships with
one another. They enjoyed the chance to rally around our first significant
outreach project. One additional blessing from all our efforts came in the form of
receiving the first place prize for the best decorated booth. This prize, with
pictures taken by the Observer, a local community paper, created some free
front-page advertising for the future church.
Eventually, the group grew too large to meet in our home. Following a
discussion about possible new meeting places, we decided to find out ifwe could
move to a brand new funeral home constructed in the area. The Palms West
Funeral Chapel offered the Community of Hope core group its chapel facilities
free of charge. We began meeting there the first Sunday in December utilizing
small signs in front of the funeral home as our only advertising. During this time,
I continued to cast a vision to the core concerning the kind of church we would be
and continued to lay out the strategies we would need to employ to accomplish
this task.
Small Groups Begin to Develop
With the move to the funeral home came the opportunity to begin to
develop small groups from the core gathering. Until now, the core gathering was
too small to support the development of small groups, even though the core was
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expanding relationally. I began announcing on Sunday mornings that the timing
was right to develop small groups that could be used as ports of entry into the
core gathering, or the upcoming FSL now set for Easter Sunday, 30 March,
1997.
After some initial teaching and training on small groups, we were able to
launch one group in the Acreage area of our target. Comprised only of people
from our core gathering, we studied the Bible, established and built community,
and prayed together.
December offered the chance to enter into our second core outreach
project in preparation for our launch. The Western Community hosts a holiday
parade every year, featuring floats and advertising from local businesses. As
with the "West Fest," Community of Hope signed up to place a float in the
parade. The parade theme was: "Christmases Past and Present." During the
week before the parade, the Community of Hope core worked diligently on the
float for the parade. We chose the theme, "Remembering Christmas Pasts,
Bringing Hope to the Future." The float featured a creche and a cross connected
together by a huge spray painted tissue paper rainbow, with the theme
emblazoned across the rainbow on each side. We filled the float with children.
The adults, wearing Community of Hope hats, walked beside the float tossing
frisbees to the children who lined the streets. Again the church won the prize for
the best decorated float for a church and was featured in a front page listing in
the Observer.
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During the month of December, the annual conference bought a piece of
property for building the future parsonage for Community of Hope. A lot was
located in the Saratoga Pines sub division in Royal Palm Beach, and a model
home was chosen and modified to comply with the standards for parsonage
homes in the Florida Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church.
Beyond Six Months
By the end of the year, the core group had between twenty and thirty
persons. With the help of sign and newspaper advertising, visitors joined us
each week in the funeral home. We decided near Christmas that the core would
move to the launch site of Loxahatchee Groves Community Elementary School
the first Sunday in February, to prepare for the launch at Easter. The momentum
was continuing to build. The first Sunday in February, the core moved to the
Loxahatchee School. We continued preparation for the upcoming FSL Easter
Sunday, 30 March.
Loxahatchee Groves Elementary is located exactly five miles west of the
Village of Royal Palm Beach, in the community of Loxahatchee, formally a rural
community. Demographically it is the most distinct among the three communities
the church would target. Most home sites are on small acreage property, fronted
by dirt roads, and surrounded by canals. Most of the people living in the
Loxahatchee area have been in the community longer than those living in the
Acreage or Royal Palm Beach.
Although the core was excited to find a place large enough to house the
expected attendance at the FSL, the location of the school proposed a problem.
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The village of Royal Palm Beach is currently where the established growth has
taken place and is east of Loxahatchee, The core group felt that meeting at the
Loxahatchee School would carry with it the unnecessary challenge of asking
people to drive five miles in the opposite direction of their usual route to come to
church. The decision to continue at the school was made partly due to the fact
there was no other available location large enough within the target area where
the core could launch the church and partly because we believed God would
bring the people He wanted there anyway. A third consideration was that
Loxahatchee, although west of where we ultimately wanted to be, was still within
the target population we were attempting to reach.
Another concern of the church coming together for the first service was
the music. We decided to advertise for a worship leader on the Internet, in the
classified section of Christianitv Todav. and on the World Wide Web. I had
"networked" all the angles I knew for searching for someone who could work full-
time with music, youth, and video technology.
Within a week I had resumes from four individuals-one from
Pennsylvania, one from Washington State, one from Indiana, and the last from
South Florida. I began the process of communicating with each one through e-
mail, or telephone conversation. Each time, I shared the interpretation of the
vision God had given me for Community of Hope and inquisitively investigated
each candidate concerning skills and gifts for ministry. Eventually, one candidate
began to take precedence over the others.
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Chris, a keyboard player with extensive multi-media knowledge was a
student at Ball State. He majored in musical performance and was completing
his course work toward a Master's degree in performance. I invited Chris to fly to
West Palm Beach and stay with us for a weekend. He met the core group, and I
auditioned his music skills and interviewed him for the position. Following
worship with the core group, I invited a few key leaders to our home for lunch
where they were able to interact with Chris on a more personal level. Following
this weekend, I consulted with each of the key leaders as to their feelings about
inviting Chris on staff.
We also hired a full-time Administrative Assistant, Sandy Blanton, and a
part-time Children's Director, Trisha Gray. My wife volunteered her valuable
assistance in the area of Program Directing as well as youth work. The major
staff positions were in place.
Ready. Set. Launch
The wheels were turning quickly. The media campaign was well under
way. The core group was signing up for various shifts on the hospitality, greeter,
or set-up teams. The staff was planning the structure of the services and
assigning areas of responsibility. In addition to everything surrounding the
launch event itself, the church planned to host a free barbecue at a local park at
4:00 p.m. the same day as the launch. The picnic was designed as an additional
way to enable people to connect with one another following the launch event
earlier in the day. Two events happened immediately before the launch event
that showed us how clearly God was with us.
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About three months before the launch date, I contacted the Palm Beach
Post to request that they do a cover story on how a church is born. Every
Saturday, the Post features some aspect of religious life with a huge cover story
in the paper's Accent section. The stories are always candid in nature and
feature prominent photographs emblazoned across the front page. I called the
religious editor for the Post and shared my idea about what I thought would be a
good story for the paper. After doing my best selling job, Steve Gushee, the
religious editor, seemed less than enthusiastic but told me he would mention it to
his team and said he would call me back. I thought the call would never come.
the call would never come. After a few return calls on my part and even some
faxes that did not produce responses, I added this concern to my prayer list and
went on developing ways of reaching people with information about the FSL.
Two weeks before the FSL, the phone rang at my office. The call came
from Steve Gushee telling me that the Post had taken me up on my offer to do a
cover story for the religious section. The date for the article to run would be
Saturday before Easter Sunday, one day before the launch. A photographer
spent most of an afternoon in my office taking pictures of my every move. He
asked us to schedule an early evening shoot with the core group. This would be
the cover photograph for the "Accent" section of the Palm Beach Post. We took
the publicity as a sign of the genuine favor of God on our new church.
The core scheduled an Easter Sunday dress rehearsal the Saturday
morning before the FSL. This was a time of excited preparedness, as people in
the core gathered to prepare the elementary school cafeteria for worship the next
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morning. Plants were brought in to dress up the welcome center patio, and
worship area. The sound system was set up and adjusted for maximum sound
quality. Signs were strategically placed on campus to direct the flow of people,
and brand new seats were placed in rows to accommodate the crowd we
anticipated the next morning. With ail this accomplished, everyone assembled in
the cafeteria for a time of final instructions and completion of the checklist. The
band assembled on stage to the worship choruses and selections to be played
the next day. The video projector was turned on to proudly display not only the
worship songs, but the core values and purpose statement of the church. Those
gathered experienced joyous singing, and genuine celebration. One by one
members of the core came forward to share in testimony what the previous days
had meant to them. Danielle, a young mother of two, shared what it felt like to
come back to God after a long time of searching. Kay through tears in her eyes
told how Community of Hope had unconditionally received her and her husband
and how she felt as though the Lord had led her to our church when her friend
showed her the card she received along with a free Coke in the Acreage.
Audrey, a young teenager, spoke of a place of belonging and what the core
family meant to her. Others told how they first learned about the church when I
offered to drive them home from the grocery store after I noticed their car would
not start. One by one, from the oldest to the youngest, people came forward,
each with his or her story about a loving God who used the core group to help
them experience his love for either the first time in a long time or the first time
ever.
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When all the testimonies were through, and with tears in our eyes, I led
the core family in the sacrament of Holy Communion. Beth and I served the
elements by intinction. I reminded them that the next morning the core group
would cease to be, and in this place, God would give birth to a brand new church.
We gave each core member a brand new Community of Hope teeshirt. After
taking pictures of the core group for posterity, we went to our homes filled with
the peace of God and the anticipation of what Easter would bring in our hearts.
Findings of the Study
Easter Sunday, 30 March 1997, at the Loxahatchee Groves Community
Elementary School cafeteria, the Community of Hope Church conducted its first
public worship service. Before the service I went in front of the school at 9:30 to
watch for cars pulling into the parking lot. Sophia Grunder, a greeter on the
hospitality team, and I watched in amazement at exactly 9:40 a.m., when what
seemed out of nowhere, scores of cars made the left hand turn onto the side
street that dead ends into the school parking lot. Sophia, tearing up, said, "This
is exactly what I dreamed would happen." After all the cars were parked, 261
people filled the cafeteria.
The worship service ran smoothly. Everything we planned worked
extremely well, and the gathered crowd seemed both interested and responsive
during the hour. When the time came to take attendance, I invited the
congregation to take the perforated "Connect" card from the worship folder and
fill it out. I told the crowd that we would be using the information as a way to
place them on the new church's mailing list. We would not be making personal
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visits to their home. The band played some upbeat music after my
announcements to give the congregation time to finish filling in the information.
After the song, I invited them to hold their connect cards until after the service
where they could be placed in a basket near one of the exit doors.
I learned later that the attendance was among the largest in Florida
Conference history for a new church launch. Sixty people comprised the core.
In addition to core members, eighteen other attendees at the service were my
friends or family members. This means that some 203 people were prospects for
Community of Hope Church. The following information will give the results of the
launch event survey taken during the FSL.
The following Monday, we collated the information on the connect
questionnaire. Only eighty-one questionnaires were turned in from the FSL and
the celebration barbecue later that day. Of the eighty-one surveys collected, we
are able to account for 261 people. The survey did provide interesting
information.
In the months preceding the FSL, we had initial evidence that the
information provided by Percept was in line with what we were experiencing in
relationship to the age group attracted to visit and affiliate with the core group.
The FSL appeared to further conclude the validity of these findings. This above
information was exciting to the core group. We had reached the people we
wanted to attend the FSL. At this point it seemed our initial work in defining the
target, including the Percepf demographic study, the servant evangelism, the
"incognito" attendance at other churches in our area, and my personal
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conversations with individuals in the community all worked to help us understand
who we were trying to reach.
Graph 4.1 Factors Contributing to FSL Attendance:
The above graph shows the results of the combined outreach strategies
used to draw people to the FSL. The numbers above each graph represents the
total percentage the individual strategy had on FSL attendance. Below, I list
each strategy separately and discuss the findings of the results of the FSL. Each
strategy is discussed under the appropriate research question implemented in
Chapter 1 .
Research Question 1
Does an open small group approach enhance FSL attendance?
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Graph 4.2 Small Groups:
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Based on the information gathered by the "Connect!" questionnaire at the
FSL nothing indicated that an open small group approach had any impact on the
attendance at the FSL (see Graph 4.2). Although in the weeks preceding the
launch I began to question the impact small groups would make upon FSL
attendance, I was still disappointed and surprised that the response would be
zero. Sixteen attenders did indicate a desire to join a small group and were
immediately placed into existing groups. Currently, four "Community Groups" are
meeting, with plans to add more groups in the weeks to come.
Research Question 2
The second research question was: What other factors contribute to
attendance at the FSL? Below, I describe the results of this survey question.
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Graph 4.3 Newspaper (Zoned Advertising):
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From the questionnaires collected, nine people, or 12 percent indicated
the use of newspaper advertising as the reason they decided to attend. In the
target area, the church experienced a large amount of newspaper coverage
regarding the launch of the new church. This was both paid and free advertising
such as the feature story on planting a new church.
In weeks prior to the FSL, the church was advertising in the two primary
local town papers the Observer, and the Town Crier (see Appendices G and H.)
The paid advertising fell into two time sensitive categories: first, a teaser
campaign, comprised of small ads, which built interest around our theme of
"ReThinking Community," and the full ads providing the information surrounding
the launch.
As a result of this paid advertising, both the Observer and Town Crier
scheduled appointments with me to gather the information needed to run a cover
story surrounding the launch event itself. These cover stories which highlighted
the more personal aspects of church planting and the launch event enabled me
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to share with a much wider audience the vision and values of our soon-to-be-
born church.
Although we are not quite sure of the surrounding events but convinced
God was involved, two-weeks prior to the launch event the Palm Beach Post
called with the interest in doing a cover story for the "Accent" section, entitled
"How a Church is Made." The combined impact of all the newspaper advertising
gave the church a strong exposure in the weeks leading up to the FSL.
Graph 4.4 Direct-Mail:
The strongest showing in the questionnaire centered around the direct-
mail campaign. Thirty-six percent of the total attendance at the FSL listed direct
mail as the reason for their attendance.
We mailed two pieces of direct mail to the home addresses of the three
zip code target within the area. Each piece, one a brochure written in a narrative
style and the other being an oversized postcard were mailed to over twenty
thousand homes. Initial evidence suggest that Community of Hope enjoyed a
slightly better return than the often quoted 1 percent return rule.
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The first piece entitled "Our Town" keyed in on the values we identify with
as Americans. Written in a Reader's Digest style, the topics ranged from friends
and family, to faith and love. The centerpiece of the tri-fold brochure featured a
pencil sketch of my portrait and a personal letter inviting the recipients to join us
for the FSL.
Community of Hope sent another piece exactly 1 1/2 weeks before the
FSL. This piece, designed with a four-color oversized postcard which shared the
vision of the church on one side and the logistical information (time, location,
directions, etc.) on the other, served as a booster to the "Our Town" piece (see
Appendix).
Graph 4.5 Servant (Kindness) Evangelism:
Newspaper
Project
22%
The second leading contributor to FSL attendance was the core groups
servant-style evangelism. Twenty-two percent of those in attendance listed this
outreach as the reason for their attendance.
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From the church's inception, kindness evangelism has been a core value
of Community of Hope. It started as something I did alone, became something I
did with my daughter, and finally became something the core group did together.
In the months and weeks preceding the launch, the core group
participated in various kinds of servant-style outreach. We began our kindness
outreach by purchasing $417.00 worth of free ice cream cone coupons from the
Baskin Robbins Ice Cream Shop in Royal Palm Beach in September 1996. We
gave out the coupons on a Saturday morning at a Publix shopping center. What
made this a particular blessing was that this was our first specific outreach and
the first time we invested money towards kindness outreach. Two days after the
event, I received in the mail from two different individuals checks totaling
$420.00. We took this as a sign that God was behind our efforts. Secondly, we
did numerous windshield washing outreaches in grocery store parking lots, little
league park facilities, the Palms West Hospital parking lot, and different strip
center malls in the Western Community area. Third, we also did one huge Coke
giveaway at the largest intersection in the Acreage, giving away over six hundred
cold drinks less than two hours. In addition to this large giveaway, we
participated in a number of smaller Coke giveaways, reaching out to specific
neighborhoods within our target area. Last of all we participated in two seasonal
events, each time giving away free frisbees and sharing information about the
church-The West Fest Fall Event, and the Annual Western Communities Holiday
Parade. Servant evangelism, or "kindness outreaches" continues to be an
important and growing value of our church.
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Graph 4.6 Word of Mouth (Family/Friends):
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A total of eighteen people, or 14 percent, cited the invitation by a friend or
family member as the reason for their attendance at the FSL. Before the FSL, I
trained the core group how to use the "Won by One" cards. These cards employ
a six-step strategy in which people in the core were specifically asked to target
persons within their sphere of influence and work relationally to invite them to
church. Due to "Won by One's" focused approach, many in the core group were
able to better identify people they could target and pray for regarding their finding
a church. And although this outreach strategy figured in at 14 percent, I found
this to be a good representation when considering the size of the core group near
the FSL date. I believe that after the church begins to become established, this
strategy will continue to grow in impact.
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Graph 4.7 Door Hangers:
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One final category accounted for 16 percent of the total FSL attendance.
Twelve people listed this as their reason for deciding to attend.
Two weeks before the launch, our marketing representative with
Breakthrough Marketing in Charles City, Virginia called to offer us a special rate
on some attractive door hangers announcing our FSL. After placing some initial
calls to core members and sending a letter to neighboring United Methodist
churches to ask for their help, I called back and agreed to the offer.
On the weekend before the FSL, twelve members of the Community of
Hope core hung over four thousand door hangers in our target area. We had no
idea that our last minute, two-day outreach would have such a sizable impact at
the FSL.
Research Question 3
Is there any correlation between FSL attendance and future church growth
as measured by church attendance throughout the year?
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Graph 4.8 Community of Hope's First Year of Attendance:
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The goal of this research question was to test the hypothesis offered by
experts in the field of church planting regarding the "critical mass" needed at FSL
to assure breaking the two hundred barrier one year later. According to the
above graph noting church attendance over the period of one year from the FSL,
the church did break the two hundred barrier within the investigated time period
suggested in the hypothesis.
Overview of the SSL
Church planting is both rewarding and extremely challenging. Church
planters must develop the entrepreneurial skills needed to continue to move the
new congregation fon/vard while at the same time developing the crowd
assembled into a congregation. Both responsibilities require extra doses of
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vision, leadership skills, and spiritual sensitivity. Community of Hope's short
history has proven to be no exception to these challenges.
Community of Hope church, has worked hard to develop the people God
has brought to us, as well as manage and respond to the changes that come our
way. Max De Pree defines the term leadership as "defining reality" (7). At
Community of Hope, I have tried to define the reality of our future in such a way
as to help us, as Rick Warren notes, "to ride the wave that God brings our way"
(14).
Following our First Service Launch (FSL), we set about the task of
bringing together the community as we had come to understand it, with the
values we identified as essential in the development of our new church. The
mission and values have served Community of Hope in helping us to keep clearly
before us the purpose to which God has called us.
The Community of Hope Mission
Community of Hope exists to interest disinterested people in Jesus Christ
and together grow into fully devoted followers of him.
The Community of Hope Values
These are the values that support our mission.
1 . Lost people matter to God and therefore to us.
2. The Church is a place where broken people find healing.
3. The kindness of God leads people to him.
4. Big faith is grown in small groups.
5. In Christ, we are free to be ourselves.
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6. Worship is a lifestyle expressed in personal devotion and
Corporate celebration.
7. Full devotion to Christ is normal for every believer.
8. The methods may change but the Message is timeless.
Although we had exceeded our goal of two hundred in attendance for the
FSL, we now had the sizeable task of turning the crowd into a congregation. The
core group that had helped give birth to the congregation felt energized by having
met our numerical goal. Still, we had challenges to overcome. Our FSL location
was not ideal. While we had been able, through the various methods discussed
in this project, to be able to draw a crowd of people to us, we were faced with the
sizable task of continuing to draw them to our remote location. During this time,
we became aware of a new location possibility in a new high school that was
under construction in the neighboring community of Royal Palm Beach. What
follows is the story leading up to my decision to relaunch the church and study
the factors contributing to its attendance. I will call this relaunch the SSL.
Community of Hope Makes A Strategic Move
Before I began my work as the pastor of Community of Hope, the District
Board of Missions and Church Extension for the West Palm Beach District was
working in behalf of our mission. They were preparing for our arrival and the
eventual birth of a new congregation in the West Palm Beach district.
After our move into Palm Beach County, I became aware of the
development of a new high school within the target area to which the church
ministers. Because our location of our FSL was not ideal and because we had
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been made aware that the new high school would have an auditorium in its plan,
I wrote a letter to the Palm Beach County School Board asking to be placed on
their waiting list to use the auditorium as a worship sight. I wrote the letter in
early April 1997.
In June, I called the school's temporary office to inquire about the letter
and to find out if they had reached a decision about what church had received
permission to use the auditorium. John Swearingen, the Assistant Principal for
the new high school informed me that we were the first in line and had been
given the necessary permission to use the school's auditorium in the fall. The
news represented a great victory for us, as we felt our worship style and location
needs perfectly met the facility being made available to us. Mr. Swearingen
informed me that in a month's time he should know the rental costs and other
necessary information about the facility and invited me to call him in July.
The Train Wreck Followed by a Miracle
After a full month of planning our move to the high school auditorium, I
called John Swearingen once more to find out facility costs, requirements, and
insurance needs.
As we spoke, I noticed he continued to become more reserved until
midway through the conversation, he stopped me:
John: "Dale, what church do you pastor?"
Dale: "John, you know I pastor Community ofHope.
"
John: "What is your last name?"
Dale: "John, is something wrong?"
John: "I'm afraid something is terribly wrong, I believe I have
mistaken you for Dale Faircloth, pastor of First Baptist
Church. They are ahead of Community ofHope in their
request."
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The news represented a stunning defeat to us. After months of praying
and asking God for a better location, and then being told we had received our
first choice, we were now having all of it taken away from us. Two weeks later, I
called John again to see if we could use the gym at the high school for Sunday
worship. After some initial conversation, John apologized about his mistake. He
thanked me for being gracious in receiving the news without anger. After a few
more moments of conversation about our first phone call, John went on:
John: "You know, I had no idea the auditorium would be such a
popular place. Actually, looking back there were actually
three churches that inquired about its use.
"
Dale: "Really, what was the other church?"
John: "Well, your church was third. First Baptist was second, and
the first request was filed by a Dr. Richard Albury from the
West Palm Beach District Board ofMissions and Church
Extension. We have never been able to contact him.
"
Dale: "John, are you sitting down?"
John: "Why are you asking?"
Dale: "Because Dr. Albury represents the board our church is
sponsored by. When he called you, he was representing
Community ofHope.
"
John: "Are you telling me we have anothermix-up here?!"
Dale: "I'm afraid so."
In the week following our second conversation, John Swearingen did an
amazing thing and called First Baptist church to tell them they had made a
mistake once again. Needless to say, this was a very difficult call both for John
and for First Baptist church and a decision that underscores the integrity of John
Swearingen to do a difficult thing twice. Dale Faircloth, pastor of First Baptist and
now a friend of mine, honored the school board's request and began to make
plans to move from the Royal Palm Beach Cultural Center to the gym at Royal
Palm Beach High School.
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Looking back, this turned out to be a significantly positive turn of events
for the church. The Baptist church, several years older than Community of Hope,
does not have the worship style that would make best use of the auditorium and
already enjoyed a good location. By far, the move was much more significant to
us. During this transition time I decided to do a second launch of Community of
Hope church announcing our new location and I picked the date of 2 November
1997. After confirming the date with the school board. Community of Hope made
plans to do a second launch of our congregation. I decided I would evaluate the
same methods we used at the FSL, employing the same strategy of collecting
information through a questionnaire presented in the worship service. What
follows is a listing of the findings of the role of small groups, and the contributing
factors enhancing SSL attendance.
Findings of the Second Service Launch
In the week following the SSL, I collated the information presented by
those in attendance on the questionnaire. Listed below are the findings of the
SSL study.
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Graph 4.9 Finding of Survey Results of SSL:
230 Surveyed representing 230 in attendance
140
120
100
_i 1 (_
Newspaper Direct-Mail Kindness Project Small Group Family/Friend
The above graph shows the results of the combined outreach strategies used
to draw people to the SSL. The numbers above each bar represent the total
percentage the individual strategy had upon FSL attendance. Listed below are
the totals from those surveyed that identify the date they first attend Community
of Hope church.
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Graph 4.10 Date First Attended Community of Hope:
Date F irst Attended Com m unity of Hope
Before Easter April May June July August September October November
Easter Sunday
Below, I list each strategy separately, and then after the listings, I will
discuss the findings of the SSL results. Each strategy is discussed under the
appropriate research question.
Graph 4.1 1 Small Group:
Signs
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Again based on tlie information received by the questionnaire, this time
small groups showed a 2 percent impact upon SSL attendance. This finding
represents a difference from FSL which registered no indication that an open
small groups system had any impact upon FSL attendance.
Graph 4.12 Kindness Projects:
Signs
From the 231 surveys we collected, 5 percent of those surveyed listed a
kindness-based project as the reason they decided to attend the SSL. Almost
from the beginning of the church. Community of Hope has had in place a high
value of evangelism offered as practical examples of God's love. In the weeks
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leading up to the SSL, Community of Hope participated in a number of kindness
evangelism projects geared to draw people to the SSL.
Graph 4. 13 Direct Mail
Family/Friend
54%
Direct-Mail
18%
Once again, direct mail proved to be an effective factor in drawing people
to attend the SSL. In the weeks prior to the move, we created a direct mail piece
entitled, "Hope Is On the Move" (see Appendixes M and N). This direct mail
piece was sent to every home in the four zip-code area Community of Hope
considers its target.
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Graph 4.14 Newspaper:
Family/Friend
54%
Advertisements placed in the Palm Beach Post, as well as neighboring
newspapers the Observer and the Town Crier attributed for 4 percent of the total
SSL attendance. This time, we did not utilize a "teaser" campaign, but since the
church was already an official church, we used a straight market approach to
newspaper advertising.
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Graph 4.15 Other:
The "other" category was used in the questionnaire to measure felt needs
as a possible factor in SSL attendance. Coupled with the perception of the
church in the community, this question helped us identify the current perception
of the church by non-attenders in our target area as a possible factor in SSL
attendance. This category represented 14 percent in the total SSL attendance.
The felt need categories listed were: Style of Music, Preaching, Drama, Video,
Worship Location, or Casual Atmosphere. No category existed for "other" which
allowed for persons to identify a feltneed category not listed.
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Graph 4.16 Signs:
Small Group
2%
Unlike the FSL, we used signs as a way to draw people to the SSL. Signs
attributed to 3 percent of total attendance. In the weeks preceding the SSL, we
had signs made for the intersections near the high school. We also had banners
made that we placed on the fences lining the street in front of the high school
auditorium. The use of signs is prohibited in the Village of Royal Palm Beach
without a special events permit. In the weeks leading up to the SSL, we obtained
permission from the Royal Palm Beach Planning and Zoning office to use the
signs only on the weekends.
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Word of Mouth/Family & Friends: (Graph 4:17)
Signs Other
Small Group
2%
The largest representation for SSL attendance was the word of mouth by
friends and family. To prepare for this category we utilized an outreach strategy
called, "Won By One" (see Appendix). This strategy, which involves providing a
Won By One card to each member in the weeks prior to the launch proved to be
very successful.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary of Major Findings
The beginnings of this project are connected to an inner conflict that
arose out of my discovery that we were appointed to plant a new congregation in
western Palm Beach County, Florida. This discovery represented a radical shift
in direction from our previously held belief that following our year-in-residence
as a Beeson pastor we would be appointed to an already existing congregation.
This project is not only limited to the concerns of the researcher but serves to
examine and study one of the most critical events in the life history of newly
planted churches: the first service launch (FSL).
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to interpret the findings of this
study, reflect upon these findings from a biblical and theological perspective,
and evaluate the result of this study. I will discuss the limitations as well as the
practical applications for the launch service of new church plants.
The planting of a new church is, to say the least, a daunting task. Behind
each facet of its birth and subsequent maturation lie many victories and not a
few defeats. Community of Hope's short history is no different. As I reflect upon
the data collected from the FSL the following interpretations can be made.
Evaluation and Interpretation of the Data
Three research questions guided this study.
Research Question 1 (Small Groups)
Does an open small group approach enhance the FSL?
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Almost from the moment I was appointed to plant Community of Hope, I
drew upon certain preconceived ideas concerning what would work and what
would not. My eight years experience as an existing church minister, coupled
with the knowledge I received as a Beeson pastor, only helped to concretize
these ideas. Without exception, one of the biggest preconceptions was an
underlying belief in the impact of a small group ministry upon FSL attendance
and my belief that I knew how to do this.
In the weeks following the FSL, I experienced a tremendous sense of
disappointment in coming to terms with the fact that the small group ministry had
no real impact upon FSL attendance. Like a surgeon attempting a new
operation, I felt as though the "patient lived, but the operation was a failure."
The small group component, originally thought to serve as a leading contributing
factor in FSL attendance, did not work even though the launch event itself
proved successful beyond my expectations.
Clearly, one of the biggest learning experiences of my year in the Beeson
program was the discovery of the vital role small groups has played in the
development, maturation, and numerical growth of many apostolic congregations
like New Hope Community Church, Yoido Full Gospel Church, orWillow Creek
Community Church. In summarizing the major findings of this study with regard
to the importance of small groups upon FSL attendance, several issues are now
clear. These issues are listed in no specific order.
The teaching/facilitating mistake My top spiritual gifts are leadership and
Preaching/Teaching. I have been nurturing these gifts for over eight years as a
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Christian pastor; however, through the experience of the FSL and my
subsequent reflection about what worked and what did not, I have learned the
considerable difference between being a small group facilitator and a small
group teacher. Upon looking back, I have discovered that I operated much more
in the role of Bible study leader and not small group facilitator. Dale Galloway
cites the difference between the two, noting that:
A lay leader is not necessarily a qualified teacher, but rather a
trained facilitator. It isn't that we don't want our leaders to be
teachers, but we have discovered two things about teachers: Few
people are really qualified to be teachers, and teachers are difficult
to reproduce. Facilitators, on the other hand, are simply trained
people who can guide discussions and interaction and encourage
others to learn and grow together. It is much easier to find good
facilitators than trained Bible teachers, and they are much easier to
duplicate. (55)
The result of my misunderstanding here is that I have come to believe that
people did not clearly understand our need to have more small groups form
because they feared they would not be able to do what I had done. I believe this
difference may have caused people to avoid leading or birthing small groups, as
they were unable to duplicate my teaching. Of the small groups that did appear,
a sense of comparison between other leaders and my leadership became a
problem, and this was a critical mistake.
In consideration of the life and ministry of Jesus Christ, both initiated the
birth of the Christian Church and used a core group (his disciples) to build it.
Jesus not only taught about the kingdom, but allowed the disciples to become
partakers and co-workers as well. In the gospel of Matthew, Jesus sends his
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core group out to participate and try their hand in ministry. Luke 9 provides such
an example:
When Jesus had called the Twelve together, he gave them power
and authority to drive out all demons and to cure diseases, and he
sent them out to preach the kingdom of God and to heal the sick.
He told them: "Take nothing for the journey-no staff, no bag, no
bread, no money, no extra tunic. Whatever house you enter, stay
there until you leave that town. If people do not welcome you,
shake the dust off your feet when you leave their town, as a
testimony against them." So they set out and went from village to
village, preaching the gospel and healing people everywhere. (9:1-
6, NIV)
We can see within his relationship with the disciples that Jesus seemed
able to balance the delicate line between teaching about ministry, working in his
gifts and graces, and allowing the disciples to experiment and try their hand. In
verse 10 of the same chapter, the disciples return to tell Jesus what they had
learned: "When the apostles returned, they reported to Jesus what they had
done. Then he took them with him and they withdrew by themselves to a town
called Bethsaida," (9:10)
Looking back, I believe this to be a part of the equation as to why this was
not more effective. In all of the rush, excitement, and stress in preparing for our
public launch, I did not take the adequate time to fully train or implement a
training system that would underscore what Galloway teaches and what Jesus
modeled in his relationship with his core group. There are also other factors in
addition to this.
The District Board of Missions and Church Extension Prior to our move
to West Palm Beach, the District Board of Missions and Church Extension,
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(DBMCE) of the West Palm Beach district of the United Methodist Church
served as the "guardian" of the new work that was to begin in western Palm
Beach County. This board first piloted the vision to plant an indigenous and
culture specific new congregation in this fast-growing area of the district. The
DBMCE allowed me tremendous latitude in fashioning the mission, vision, and
values of what would become Community of Hope church. Beyond this, this
Board provided the original funds to begin a new church and, to which I would
be accountable in the early developmental stages of COH.
Even though the DBMCE gave great deference to my leadership with
regard to mission, vision, values, staffing, and finance, they were much less
flexible with one other component: the time clock. The old adage "time equals
money" came into play here. The board agreed to extend a total of $150,000 for
start-up costs for the new church. The board remained flexible, within limits,
concerning how I could spend the money but were far less flexible with the
timing issue concerning when the church would launch. I have further come to
believe that two factors contributed to the DBMCE's reluctance to allow me more
time to develop small groups: the office of church development, and the other
church the board had agreed to plant within the district.
As I stated earlier in my project, the Florida Conference of the United
Methodist Church leads our denomination in new church development. The
recent addition of a cabinet level position of New Church Development has
helped make church planting a reality in Florida. The office of Church
Development partners with the districts in the Florida Conference to help
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districts wlio begin new churclies to concretize their mission and focus in
regards to the churches they plant. Because the development office has done
this so many times, they have come up with a "standard approach" to church
planting that helps the districts get the churches up and running more quickly.
This really comes into play in the way the Conference provides money to the
District.
I have come to understand that this pressure to stay within the commonly
understood boundaries with regard to launch time had an impact on the
development of small groups before the launch. The DBMCE had already
received input from the Conference Development office concerning the length of
time it should take to get the church to launch date, and they were not open to
moving much past this time frame.
In addition to the above situation, the fact that a second church plant
within the district had already launched their church officially compounded the
time issue. Everglades Community Church, pastored by my colleague in the
Beeson Program, had launched officially in October 1996. The fact that this
church was already started, that we had been appointed at the same time, and
that both churches were relying heavily upon district funds served to add to the
reluctance at allowing me critical time to delay the FSL for the development of
small groups. At least one other church plant had been started in our
conference as a cell church and had not been effective. I have come to believe
all of these conditions factored into creating a reticence on the denomination's
part in allowing me more time to develop groups. I have also come to believe
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that these factors created a reluctance in me with regard to taking the time to
develop both the leaders and the groups carefully.
The Western Communities psvchoqraphic. Before we began our work in
Palm Beach county, the DBMCE had a demographic/psycographic study
performed on the communities which would eventually become home to
Community of Hope. In this study, an interesting set of results emerged, that
when coupled together, produced a somewhat unique set of circumstances.
The Compass study listed the two largest growing people groups in the
target area as young suburban and established country families. In addition to
this, the Compass study indicated the average drive time to work between sixty
and eighty-nine minutes. Another notable feature was the strong growing trend
of protective service workers (police and firefighters) in the area (Percept 6-8).
In addition to the above demographic characteristics of the area.
Compass also yielded several unique psychographic (felt need) characteristics
as well. The target groups showed themselves to be extremely reluctant to
receive any of the more personal church contact methods such as phone calling,
or face to face encounters. They were more open to receiving advertisements
through the mail or in the newspaper. In all, the Compass material underscored
the large numbers of unchurched people in the area to which our church can
reach.
Upon further study, I learned that the Community of Hope target consists
largely in what J. Russell Hale grouped as "once active members of religious
organizations, who no longer practice their religion (99). Although I believe
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growing numbers of people with no former religious experience are moving into
the area, the largest remain those who have what George Hunter referred to as
"distant Christian memory" (Church for Unchurched 41). Lee Strobel in his
observations about unchurched people underscores the characteristics of the
western community psychographic when he observes that these people, "don't
understand Christianity, and are ignorant about what they claim to believe in. In
addition, he notes that these people aren't for joining" (47).
In retrospect, I now understand that when these demographic and
psychographic characteristics are put together, the emerging qualities of the
community suggest a type of cocooning lifestyle, more in keeping with a people
group not readily open to develop relationships.
As the eastern part of the state continues to thrive, the growth naturally
pushes west. And the further west one goes, the more "detached" the
environment becomes. One well-worn phrase I have heard over and over upon
coming to western Palm Beach County is that people move west to getaway from
everything. My initial work in the community helped to form impressions in my
mind regarding the "unconnected" nature of the area. With people moving in so
quickly, the relational component seemed pregnant with the potential for the
church to provide immediate answers to this universal problem, and in my mind
small groups seemed to be the answer.
Early in my work at Community of Hope, I created the phrase "rethink
community" as a slogan which would both bring clarity to the church's value of
"kindness outreach" and identify the community's need to rethink the meaning of
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responsible and active membership in a community (ie., building relationships,
exhibiting care towards others, etc.) In my mind, I visualized small groups as a
way to accomplish each of these goals. A potential mistake here might have
been the way I went about attempting to create community and a possible
preconception about the impression of a small group ministry.
Western Palm Beach county is the third fastest growing area in south
Florida. This growth is comprised of numbers of families from out of state
moving into Florida and strong numbers of families moving north from Broward
and Dade counties. The ferocity of such growth helped formulate the
preconception about a desire for people to connect with a church, and small
groups seemed the logical port of entry.
The trauma and disconnectedness of moving would naturally seem to
make people more interested in connecting with other people in a meaningful
way. Small groups that offer a relational and life-situational characteristic allow
people to bond much more quickly.
Like much of suburbia across our nation, people in the Western
Communities seem predisposed to "cocoon." At least two zip codes in my target
area. The Acreage, and Loxahatchee Groves are uniquely positioned for such
an approach to life.
The Acreage and Loxahatchee are community settings which have fought
with intensity the fast-paced growth taking place to and around them. Both
areas comprise the single two locations in Palm Beach County where you can
still purchase over an acre parcel of land or more upon which to build a home.
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Many of the streets in these areas are not paved, and have a strong equestrian
presence in this area. Most people own a horse! Should one want to truly get
away from it all, the goal can be obtained in The Acreage and in Loxahatchee
Groves. In this category, there is a large difference between neighborhoods
where people want to connect and rural areas, like these, where people both
want and protect privacy.
From this vantage point, I underestimated this perspective. My original
interpretation was one of people longing to connect with others around them,
when the opposite may in fact be true.
The vision pre-conception. Another preconception that may have played
a part is what I would call my "preconception about our vision." As a novice
church planter, I presupposed that others especially those in the Core group
would simply buy into my vision to invite others to join the groups, and eventually
the church. This simply did not happen.
Robert Logan, in his Church Planter's Tool Kit, mentions the dynamic of
creative energy. What is instructive here is that many people are drawn to the
ideal of being a part of a newly forming church simply out of the interest of
"wanting to observe" (5-1). This was a difficult characteristic to discover. Logan
goes on to mention that even apparent key people in the core stage may not be
in the church within a period of one year after its birth. As with other churches.
Community of Hope has experienced the reality of this observation as well.
On a more personal level, I felt that people would go with my vision and
engage in the process of inviting others to attend the groups. In retrospect, it
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simply did not happen. Looking back, most came for my teaching. They came
to be engaged but did not share my passion to engage others or to make the
next critical step of becoming an inviter, host, or even facilitator. Dale Galloway
makes note of just such a dynamic in an existing church he began to pastor,
after planting a congregation and witnessing firsthand the powerful dynamic of
congregation evangelization. Concerning this phenomena, he notes: "I realized
I was hitting the wall of tradition" (Small Group 39).
Although my ministry experience was exactly opposite of Galloway's, I
went from existing church ministry to church planting, he from church planting to
existing church ministry-the results were the same. The "already convinced"
come to any church with preconceived ideas concerning what they will, or will
not do. Malphurs notes that "one of the problems in the American church is the
pursuit of a 'comfortable Christianity'" (315). Many Christians who have been in
the faith for some time develop clearly defined "comfort zones" from which they
are not easily removed. In noting this, Malphurs goes on to suggest that many
do not share their faith because it may lead to confrontation, and many do not
reach out to new people because they may be rejected, and rejection does not
feel good (315). I presupposed that the leaders in my core group did not
possess any of these comfort zones. I assumed by their desire to connect with
Community of Hope and my clear articulation of our vision to be a "church for the
unchurched" that those who stuck with me were ready and willing to do whatever
was needed for our soon-to-be-birthed church. I was wrong.
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While many possessed this willingness in bud form, my dream was for
some too far ahead. I have now come to understand the difference between
simply the articulation of a vision and the process of birthing it into the lives of
others. I now understand more clearly what Rick Warren means when he says
that a church's key vision and its supporting values must be articulated clearly
about every twenty-six days. In addition, my understanding of leadership has
also grown. When Max Depree notes that leadership is "defining reality," I have
come to understand that one must frequently define that reality (6).
Research Question 2 (Additional Factors)
What additional factors contributed to FSL attendance?
Paul Becker, in his book Dynamic Church Planting, discusses the need
for new churches to create what he calls a "synergistic beginning." He notes:
Webster's definition of synergism is, "the simultaneous action of
separate agencies, which together have greater total effect than
the sum of their individual effects." In this regard, the goal of a
church planter should be to let everybody in the community know
that an exciting new church is starting, through repeated and
various outreach strategies. (27)
Without understanding it, Community of Hope owes much of its FSL
success to this synergistic approach to outreach. From its very beginning,
Community of Hope church began by utilizing many different approaches to
advertising, outreach evangelism, relational advertising through structured word
of mouth campaigns, and direct-mail. All of these strategies worked in harmony
to produce the successful beginning that Community of Hope has enjoyed.
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Interestingly, one significant difference between the results of contributing
factors in the FSL and SSL was the role of word of mouth to family and friends.
In the FSL, the word of mouth accounted for 10 percent of total attendance.
Although this represented a good percentage, it was not nearly as strong as the
SSL showing of 54 percent. Although I knew word of mouth to be an important
characteristic of successful churches, this percentage only underscores this
truth. Word of mouth is an indicator of church health in a lot of respects.
Church members and attenders will only invite people to a church which will not
embarrass them. Lee Strobel remarks that unchurched people will usually
respond to an invitation to attend church; however, there is a possibility of doing
more harm than good (49). This becomes true when the church style, theology,
friendliness or cultural relevancy does communicate effectively with the seeker.
With regard to these issues, Community of Hope enjoyed a good reputation
among non-attenders. The percentage of 54 percent should underscore to future
church planters and existing church pastors the importance of teaching their
congregation to become inviters.
Research Question 3 (Future Church Growth)
What is the correlation between FSL attendance and future church growth
as measured by church attendance throughout the year?
At the bottom of LyIe Schaller's suggestions about a relationship between
FSL attendance and future church growth lies the issue of critical mass. The
Random House Collegiate Dictionary defines critical mass as: "The amount of a
given material necessary to sustain a chain reaction at a constant rate" (317) In
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this case, Schaller suggests the need for enough people at the FSL to sustain
the infrastructure needed to grow the church at a constant rate toward and
ultimately past the recognizable barrier church growth studies call the Two-
hundred barrier (4). In the book of Acts, the church began with the power and
anointing of the Holy Spirit. The 120 gathered provided the critical mass needed
to begin and sustain growth. In the period of time between the birth of the
church and Peter's ingathering sermon when over three thousand people
became Christians, the church worked on four things:
1 . They grew down (Acts 2:42);
2. They grew in (Acts 2:44);
3. They grew out (Acts 2:45); and,
4. They grew up (Acts 2:47).
In the weeks and months following the FSL, Community of Hope worked
on the values described in the above scriptural reference. Because we had the
critical mass at the FSL, our engaging in the above values, while continuing to
reach out to the community in practical way, the church continued to grow at a
steady rate toward the two-hundred barrier.
Implications of the Findings
The results of this research can help future church planters in the Florida
Conference to gain perspective about what factors worked best to draw a crowd
to a FSL. This study confirms the vital role of a synergistic approach to
advertising, marketing, and outreach.
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In addition, the results of this research can be helpful to church planting
pastors beyond United Methodism or the state of Florida. The information
gathered in this project can be used within the arena of church planting in
general and/or developing strategies for launching new services of worship
within existing churches.
In this regard, I want to underscore that all pastors seriously interested in
reaching people will find a study like this helpful as much as it can be used to
enable them to steamline the process by which they go about reaching out to the
unchurched around them.
Based on the findings of this study, I would like to make the following
recommendations concerning FSL services in the Florida Conference of the
United Methodist Church:
1 . I recommend that church planting pastors carefully consider training in
small group ministry. Beyond this, a careful commitment on the front end to
following the training offered in books such as those by Bill Donahue and Dale
Galloway is essential. Also needed is an awareness of the huge differences
between the role of pastoral ministry as it has been more classically understood
and implemented, and what is currently being taught with regard to small group
leadership and facilitatation. Small group development is difficult. With all the
other responsibilities surrounding a church planting pastor at such a critical time,
care should be given to share this important ministry with others in the core
group who have facilitating skills . Carl George underscores such difficulty with
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small group development when he notes that pastors typically flounder before
they discern and train the right person for small group leadership (101).
2. I recommend that any new church plant develop the critical mindset to
begin with the end in mind. This approach enables the church planters to fully
understand their context, and develop strategies that will have the largest impact
upon attendance. Bill Hybels did just that in the early stages ofWillow Creek
(16). The Apostle Paul perhaps first used this approach after Jesus Christ when
he stated in 1 Corinthians 9:20-23
To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those under
the law I became like one under the law (though I myself am not
under the law), so as to win those under the law. To those not
having the law I became like one not having the law (though I am
not free from God's law but am under Christ's law), so as to win
those not having the law. To the weak I became weak, to win the
weak. I have become all things to all men so that by all possible
means I might save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel,
that I may share in its blessings. (NIV)
3. 1 recommend that church planting pastors develop an outreach strategy
that will both reach people for Christ and create a positive image of the church.
In this regard, ministry holds an identifiable characteristic. Churches become
known for what they represent, and this representation will serve to either attract
or repel people from the church. I have a belief that all the servant evangelism
which the church engaged in leading up to the FSL created an impression of the
church in the mind of many in the community. I believe this positive impression,
coupled with the other factors, served to enhance FSL attendance.
Lee Strobel observes that many of the unchurched do not concern
themselves with whether Christianity is true. More often than not, they ask if it
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works (48). In this regard, creating an evangelism style that meets needs with
Christ-honoring love pays double dividends. It works to invite people to consider
your congregation. It also works to create a positive impression in your
community about your church that when coupled with other, perhaps more
conventional, factors creates an energy that draws people to the FSL and more.
Contribution to Research Methodology
One contribution a study like this makes to research methodology is the
way we used the attendance registration form to double as the research
questionnaire. My goal from the beginning was to create a questionnaire that
was discrete and simple enough to use without drawing attention to it and yet
provide the researcher with the necessary information for this project. This
approach serves as an ideal way for another researcher to study the factors
contributing to an FSL.
Limitations and Weaknesses of the Study
This study is limited to a focus only on the FSL of Community of Hope
United Methodist Church in western Palm Beach County, Florida. The
limitations of a specific region, culture, church, and denomination mean that the
information cannot be used in a more generalized setting; therefore the results
ascertained through this study do not necessarily forecast similar results in other
regions, cultures, churches, or denominations.
The nature of the FSL provides a limited picture of an isolated event.
Even though the larger outcomes were tracked, many more subtle and
subjective factors were not identified or tracked in this project.
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One other weakness in this study was my failure to take into account in
the FSL data that one person would be representing others within a family.
Although the information gathered for the FSL was accurate, a design flaw was
found to exist in the FSL questionnaire.
Unexpected Findings
Clearly, one of the unexpected findings the research exposed was the fact
that small groups had no net effect on FSL attendance. Although I knew the
groups were not developing as I had wanted, I still held out hope that they would
develop and the research would show some impact. It did not. The results of
this project, however, should not detract in any way from one's understanding of
the sheer critical importance of small group development. In retrospect, I can
see my faults with regard to the small group development during this time in
Community of Hope's short history.
Recommendations for Further Study
I concur with both LyIe Schaller and Peter Wagner when they suggest the
critical importance of the FSL in the overall life history of a new church (Wagner
Church Planting 111). Currently, not much is written about FSL services and the
components needed to make the FSL effective. I would recommend that further
study is done on FSL services and the role of some of the strategies
implemented in this study and their impact upon FSL attendance.
In addition, I recommend further study on LyIe Schaller's hypotheis
regarding FSL attendance and average attendance over a period of the next
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year. In this setting, Schaller's hypothesis proved true; however I believe more
studies should be undertaken in this area.
Summary
What began as a heart-wrenching transition for me away from existing
church ministry into church planting has become the most personally rewarding
experience in my ministry. Since founding Community of Hope, I now believe
that God has indeed called me to church planting! This slow, and at times,
difficult transition has taught me invaluable lessons about God's timing, the
unbounded expression of His grace, and the true benefits of authentic
dependence on Him. I have come to believe that when God made this
opportunity available, he not only had the scores of unchurched people our
church reaches out to in mind, God had me in mind, too. He has used this
experience to soften my heart and make me of more use to him. My hope is that
other pastors would carefully consider the joys and triumphs of church planting.
This project was an investigation of two important services in this history
of Community of Hope church. Both the FSL and the SSL have been strategic
worship events that have helped establish Community of Hope as a healthy and
viable congregation serving the western community area of Palm Beach County,
Florida. At the time of this writing, our church is almost four years old and has a
weekly worship attendance at 500. The church also enjoys a growing small
group ministry that is beginning to thrive. This project has helped me more fully
understand the importance of the FSL services. My hope is that God will use
this project in the future to help other church planters navigate the challenges
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surrounding an FSL, or SSL re-launch service to the end that many will be
moved closer to considering the claims of the Christian faith and Message of
Jesus Christ for their own lives.
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APPENDIX A
Connect! Questionnaire for FSL
CONNECT
Newcomers, Visitors, Regular Attendees
Use this connect page to tell us about your
interests and needs. After the Celebration service,
drop this page in the tray on the table near the door.
Thanks!
Name Aharon Pe.ih
Address I /T. )^r^5^^?re C^r HI
Citv/Z.P A�>y. P/ 33 Phone 7.^3-9/13
Just for those who are new...
Age: 18-24 25-34 Qs^j) 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+ (circle)
Are you: ^tarriedJ single single again nidowed
Family members names and agesiiv o a
Are you lookingfor a church home? No .
How'dyou hear about Community ofHope? lilY^^ OlfZ.}^^
What specific ministries are you interested in?
Are you...
. asking Jesus Christ into your life today?
.needing prayerfor a specific concern or need?
.interested in speaking with the pastor?
.wanting more info, about hoyv to grow in Christ?
.making a making a decision in response to something shared
during the Celebration?
...HowW)uMX)uDefine It.
We've been asking ourselves
this very question. And consid
ering it has led us to to rethii^
both community and church.
WeVe come to believe that
community and hope are the core
values ofwhat church is all about.
Therefore, beginning on Easter Sunday,
we're starting a new and refreshingly differ
ent kind ofdiurch. A church where the
music sounds more like something you
(immunity-
would hear on your favorite radio
station. A cnurch where the
I messages never bore you, but
through video, drama, humor,
and relevance they answer the
very questions your heart is asking.
church where you'll
find acceptance
and genuine car-
ing a Community aChurch ForTlie
or Hope! Westem Communities
When the sun rises on Sunday, March
30th, we will see the beginning of a new
kind of dream. A dream to build a
church committed to bringing hope to
our world, to our neighborhoods, to our
families, to our lives...A living hope that
will hold in the stonns of life.
For more mformation
please call or fax
Phone: 561793-8484
Fax: 561-793-0103
Pastor
Beth and Dale Locke
^^^^
Loxahatchee
Groves
Elementary
(Laurvch Silej
O Seminole Prall
a
s
E
a
a
m
O. NORTH >
|WinOixie|
EED Be�^?h'Bt^
SR7 / 441
DIRECTIONS... Loxahatchee
Groves Elementary is exactly five
miles west of the intersection of Royal
Palm Beach Blvd. and Okeechohee
Blvd. or one hlock east ol Seminole
Pratt Whitney Road on Okeechobee
Blvd. We meet in the cafeteria of
the schexil.
CommunityOfHope
A United MethCfdist Church
1138H-B Okeechobee Blvd.,
Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411
Non-Profil Org
U.S Postage
PAID
West Palm Beach, FL
Permit No. 3605
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APPENDIX D
Whyltole
WentTo
Church.
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APPENDIX E
Door Hanger (Back) for FSL
Not Anymore.
There's a new church in town, just now coming
to life. New faces, new experiences, new firiendships...
New Hope! And that's why we're calling it
ConmuniD/OfHope, because people like you are com
ing together to form a community that is brimming with
hopes and dreams for a great community
H
Here's just a few of the things we've found
togethen.. Woishp WithMeaning. There's a
void in every human heart that only God
can fill and one in His only we can fill...and that to
us is worship. AH^ForCMdren. M
Community Of Hope each child is a special |*-f
gift, bundled with talents, interests and ^�^
�
needs. Only our best is good enough.
SmaE Groups. We value the close family-like
relationships nurtured through small groups
- more than just meetings-they're real
Christian community! Real People, Real
Fnendsbip. There are many casual settings to
get to know people better. "Come as you are"
means more than dress. Active Youtti! In
the ail-important teen years, we're commit
ted to help our young people make this a
very special time of their life.
For these reasons, and countless others.
Community Of Hope has become a very special
place in our lives, even at this formative time.
Please consider a visit this Sunday; we'd love to
meet you. For the only thing
that could make it more
special... :s voul ^ . i
Community Of Hope
You arp invito^ ACHurch ForTHeYOU are invrted... ^^^^ Communities
Easter :?undav
^ 1 . . . A Unitea Methodist Church
Lelebration ber\'ice
10.A.M March 3Cth
at the L'X.ihiicchee Gnn-es Elemer\t.\n 5chuil
.hi.. FREE BBQ ;md tister E� Hunt
4 pm :it LLM>\ncha Park
'
793-8484
� � � �� �* ^ ^ ^�
i Please SEND ME...
I �, , ,
I 'r � � � -,; ...'.;;i.:n. n.il. pfi'miiiini.-- "� f
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APPENDIX F
Won by One Card for FSL and SSL
CommunityofHope
"Extending the Hope ofGod's Love
to the Westem Communities '
Jesus said: "Go into all the world andproclaim the good
news to everyone" (mark i6:i5)
I recognize the following people as part of my world and
will endeavor to allow the Lord to touch them through me.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
INSTRUCTIONS
STEP I : Take a moment to carefully consider the differ
ent environments where you know, or run into people;
ie, work, neighborhood, stores, civic or other organiza
tions, children's activities, (gymnastics, soccer, etc.) and
write down the names of five peoplewho come to mind.
STEP 2: Set time aside each day to pray for every person
you've listed above. Ask God to bless them and provide
for their needs. Especially ask the Lord to reveal Himself
to them if they are not Christians, and don't attend a local
congregation of faith.
STEP 3: Make it a priority to speak with each of these
people at least once a week.
STEP 4: Find opportunities to extendJesus' love to them
in practical ways. It might be by inviting them to Ivmch,
or to amovie, or over for coffee, or perhaps even bymow
ing their lawn or offering to babysit their children. Be
creative to go out ofyourway to express kindness to them.
STEP 5: Pray to be used by God to express how mean
ingful your faith is to you, and how Community ofHope
is helping you in this regard.
STEP 6: As the relationship develops, invite them to at
tend a celebration service at Community of Hope with
you. Offer to pick them up and sit with them during the
service. If possible, invite them to lunch after the cel
ebration service is over.
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APPENDIX G
Town Crier Advertisement for FSL
March 27. 1997 The Town-Crier Page 7
Church Family� Pastor E. Dale Locke with 2-year-old Shelley
perched on his lap, wife Beth and standing, Haley, 6, are the
first family of Community of Hope, photo special to the town-crier
'Hope^ Ministry Begins Sunday
Community of Hope, a
L^nited Methodist Congrega
tion, offers a refreshingly dif
ferent kind of church targeting
the Palms West Communities.
It will begin its ministry Easter
Sunday. March 30 vviih a Cel
ebration Worship service at 10
a.m. at Loxahatchee Groves
Elementary School.
The church will feature live
contemporary music, video,
humor and relevance to offer
God's unconditional love to the
people of the Palms West
Communities.
"We're rethinking what it
means to be a community and a
church," said E. Dale Locke, the
church's founding pastor.
In addition to a more contem
porary style of worship, the
church also emphasizes the de
velopment of "Community
Groups" and a "servant-style
outreach.." Community Groups
are small groups formed from
within the church that offer a
meeting place for developing
friendships and growing Chris
tian faith.
Servant, or Kindness outreach
is the church's way of reaching
out to the community showing
God's love in practical ways.
A celebration picnic will be
held from 4 to 7 p.m. at Todd
A. Robiner park highlighted with
a free catered barbecue, age ap
propriate Easter Egg hunt, live
music by some of Community
ofHope's praise band, and games
and events.
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APPENDIX H
Observer Article for FSL
New United Methodist Church
Opens in Western Communities
By David A. Cronin
Rosidents in the west
ern communities may re
member recently coming
back to their car after shop
ping and finding the wind
shield had been washed.
Or driving in The Acreage
and seeing a sign thatstat-
ed: "Free Cokes". In case
you were wondering why
someone would do these
things, it is just a sample
of "kindness evangelism",
one of the underlying phi
losophies ofCommu ni ty of
Hope, a now Methodist
church now serving the
western commimities.
"It's all part of the con
cept of rcithinking commu
nity", said Pastor Dale
Locke. "We've cocooncd
ourselves with every dis
traction known to man,
and talked to our inner
child until he ran out of
things to say. ..only to know
less about the individual
we were so intent on set-
ting free. We've also
worked very hard to be
come a national 'commu
nity'. Our personal quest
has left us either involved
in every activity imagin
able or tight with a few
kindred comrades. But
while they have yielded a
sense ofbelonging, neither
has done much to heal the
ache for true purpose."
Locke, a native Floridi-
an who graduated from
Asbury Theological Semi
nary in the fall of 198.5, is
working hard to make the
church 'culturally relevant*
with current-style music,
video technology and
multi-media presenta
tions. "We also explore why
it is that we feel moved by
a movie or a piece ofmusic
or art. Perhaps it's because
those feelings clue us in to
a deep truth that can only
be understood through the
emotions," explained
Ixjcke.
"We also have a passion
for people who have been
hurt by 'church'. People
often find churchirrolevant
or mysterious. We want
people to know of God's
unconditional love for
them. Healing hurts and
building dreams is anoth
er one of our primary phi
losophies," said Locke.
While everyone in the
western communities is
welcome the new church is
primarily focusing on Roy
al Palm Beach,
Loxahatchee and The
Acreage. Community of
Hope will hold their ofTi-
cial launch celebration
Easter Sunday,March 30,
10 a.m. at Ltxxahatchee
Groves Elementary
School. Residents are also
invited to a free, old-fash
ioned barbecue and Easter
egg hunt at Todd A.
RobinorPark i n Lamancha
Easter Sunday at 4 p.m.
Locke can be reached at
793-8484.
APPENDIX I
Teaser Advertisement for Palm Beach Post (FSL)
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We reRethinkingWhat It Means
'T)Be ACommiinitv.
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APPENDIX J
Additional Teaser Advertisement Examples (FSL)
^Rethiiik
(Jommunity.
We reRethinking^hat It Means
Tt Be AG5mmunit\'.
Rethink
mmunity.
^Rethink
Q)mmunity.
^Rethink
(Jommumty:
^Rethink
(Jommumty.
^Rethink
(Jommumty.
^Rethink
(Jommumty.
WreRethinkingWhatlt
MeansI) BeACbmmunity.
(i)mniunitYOfHope
AChufdi Fbrlhe
Westem Communities
A uniisd Metnodisl Church
?l-:cr.e 5oi�703-8484 / Daie Locke. Senior Pastor
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APPENDIX K
Rethink Community Advertisement (FSL)
The bond between friends and neighbors is priceless
irreplaceable, and endurins. Those fortunate enough to nave
those bonds are sustained dv them in difficult times. Those
Vw'ithout them often find it unbearably lonely walking even the
smoothest of paths.
The church understands the importance of nurturing
relationships. Together, we can help . ��_
one another learn what it means to be ISntlL luTICTOuC
neighbors and thends. Nd^bOFS/^?
_ < * < *
Communit)'OfHope
AChurch l^rThe
Western Communities
A umlea Metloaisi Cht.'ch
Phone 561-793-8484 / Dale Locke. Senior Pastor
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APPENDIX L
Rethink Community Advertisement (FSL)
Small tilings, like helping an elderly neighbor, watching a
young mother's babv while she interviews for a much-needed
job. . . small things, out with world-changing consequences.
world-changing because they change people, and people
change the 'world.
'ihe church understands the importance of building
community one event at a time, events that ma\- not make
"\Cbrld News Tonight", but small icnfl1'Tim^l?^na^
things tkit ch:inge our world in a JSn[iL IIITiCjOdC
veiy special wav. Nd^bOrS,^^?
G^mniunih OfHope
AChurch FjrThe
V\estem Communities
Phone 5G i -7v3-.3484 Daie Lccke. Senior .-'isx:
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APPENDIX M
Direct Mail Poster (Front) for SSL
HOPE. We all need it. Whether it's hope for
tomorrow, hope to hang on, or hope for our
families and friends. At Community of Hope
it s what we're all ahout. That's why we're
announcing to you our new location in the
Royal Palm Beach High School Auditorium.
Here, you'll find a refreshingly different
approach to church. Contemporary music,
video-technology and drama combined with
relevant and practical messages, all designed to
answer the questions your heart is asking.
If you haven't been to church in a while, we want to invite
you to join us this Sunday^ November 2nd, for something
new, something refreshing... something filled with hope.
Pastor Dale, Bedi, Haley
and Shelley Locke
CommunityofHope
A United Methodist Church
1 1 388- B Okeechobee Blvd.
Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411
to join f
re
for a
fo
{tee
�mii the
Ited
Vutvcheon
sefv^ee
:atefe<i CommunityofHope
AChurch ForThe
Westem Communities
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APPENDIX 0
Connect! Questionnaire for SSL
CONNECT
Newcomers, Visitors, Regular Attendees
Use this connect page to tell us about your
interests and needs. After the celebration service,
drop this page in the basket on the table near the exit door.
Thanks. AJ^^ 'a
Address tA^^"^ (\olAbij. LAnO^ U^*^*^" J
citv ^3^fiJi ^6 \ tv\ A w Zip '^^^[(
Phone (H)_afLijlliM (office) _3Z4rM.Sl/3^^^
1. This information represents:
(circle cue) 1 2 3 4 6+ persons
2. When did you first attend Community of Hope Celebration Serv ice?
(circie one) Today! October. September. August. July. June, May.Aprii/
Easter Sunday! BefQj:e Easter.
3. Why did y on decide" to attend^^^ommunity of Hope*.^
(circle one) Nev. spaper. MaiW Friend-'family. small Group.
Kindness-Project. Signs. Other.
4. What did you like most about the Celebration Senice?
(List your top three by number|7^ Style of nmsic(2y' Preaching
*3. Drama. *4. Use of video. 5. Location. 6. Casual atmospher
Your top three selections are: 1 . 1^ | I y�fs L/
5. Are you looking for a church home'' Yes maybe Qi^ \jQl0^^
6. What ministries or opportunities are you most interested in'' ^ ^ (f\(^P^
�tA#-^
7. What prayer requests would you like to share with us?
^
Comments or Decisions Today:
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